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! Racially-Charged Riot Breaks Out
; at Hampden-Sydney College on Election Night
BECCA LUNDBERG

News Editor
he
Hampden-Sydney
student will behave as
a gentleman at all times
and in all places," states
local Hampden-Sydney
College's (H-SC) early
19th century Code of Conduct. A
group of H-SC students reportedly
broke this code last Tuesday.
In response to the announcement
of President Barack Obama's Nov. 6
re-election, about 40 H-SC students
shouted racial slurs, threw bottles
and shot fireworks at the college's
MSU house, reported college
officials.
The MSU is an organization
that aims to educate the H-SC
community on different cultures
and backgrounds. MSU has a house
on the college's Fraternity Circle
where 10 of the organization's
members reside.
Thomas Shomo, H-SC director
of Marketing and Communications,
said the incident is still under
investigation. "It is our desire to
identify any individuals who have
specifically violated the code of
student conduct," he said.
According to a statement
released on the all-male college's
Facebook page on Nov. 7,
StE"2012",P&6
David Coe, President of tha Minority Student Union at H-SC, stand* In front of tha tha teen« o1 tha Hot, ths MSU houaa.

Grand Illumination: LU's 3rd Annual Giving Tree
NIKKI CHAPPELLE

Contributor .
On Tuesday, Nov. 13, masses of people
met under the rotunda in Ruffner Hall for
the third annual Grand Illumination of
the Giving Tree. That night, the rotunda
contained more than just Longwood students
and faculty members, as families and
residents of Farmville also came to witness
the lighting of the tree. Holiday melodies
blared throughout Ruffner to inspire those
who were watching the illumination on
the first, second and third floors of Ruffner.
Interim President Marge Connelly was
the first speaker to start off the illumination
and began by welcoming everyone and
thanking Longwood alumnus Bill Gordon
for donating the poinsettias, the Office of
the Academic Affairs, LCVA staff and the

facility staff for making this event possible.
President Connelly told everyone
to start counting down before they lit
up the tree and "to be loud and proud."
The room radiated with a countdown
from five to one, and as the tree lit up,
so did everyone's faces and spirits.
Connelly introduced Professor of
Anthropology Dr. James Jordan. Jordan's
intriguing speech was about the history of
the evergreen tree and symbols of Christmas.
He stated, "Someone brought an
evergreen tree into their house and that
tree must be magical because it has been
causing people like you and me to bring
evergreen trees into houses and rotundas
just like we are doing this evening."
Jordan also commented, "Peoplebrought
evergreen trees into their house a long time
ago because they were worried. They were

very concerned. The year got darker and
colder, and there was always a possibility
the leaves of the oak tree, elm tree and
maple tree were telling a true story, and that
true story was about light and believing."
Jordan discussed symbols that make
everyone think of Christmas, which
include the holly plant poinsettia and
candles in the window. He mentioned,
"Red holly berries get redder and hotter
like the sun and remind us of Christmas."
Also, Jordan talked about poinsettias
that were brought to America by politician
Joel Poinsett and how their leaves change
from green to red in the winter time. Jordan
said this suggests "spring \yill finally come."
Then he broughtup the symbol of candles
in the windows and commented how "candles
bring comfort and fellowship and a promise
SEE 'THIRD", P G . 6
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Longwood Legend
Bolding to Retire in May
TRAVIS LYLES

Contributor
Not many baseball coaches have won over 900 games,
coached hundreds of student-athletes and had a stadium
named after them. But not many coaches are Buddy Bolding.
Since being named head baseball coach in 1978, Bolding has
guided the Longwood program from its humble Division
in beginnings into the formidable Big South Conference.
These are just a few of the things that Bolding has been
able to accomplish over his career. He has been the face of
Longwood baseball since its inception.
After the 2013 season, his 35th year at Longwood, Bolding
will hand over the reins of his cherished baseball program to
someone else in order to enjoy a life of retirement.
"I have achieved everything I wanted to achieve and at
the forefront was arriving in a [Division I] conference," said
Bolding. "If s time for this old coach, who built this program
from scratch to pass the baton along to a younger person who
has the energy, enthusiasm and capacity to be successful."
He made it clear that his decision to retire is not about
him, but about the ongoing betterment of the Longwood
baseball program.
There is no word on who will replace Bolding, and
although he says he is "grooming a coach" he said the
decision rests in the hands of Longwood Director of Athletics
Troy Austin.
Bolding, 64, came to Longwood in 1978 after graduating
from Staunton River High in Bedford County and then going
on to Milligan College where he received his Bachelor of
Science degree in health, physical education and recreation.
After college, he went back to Staunton River and began
coaching for the school for four years where he enjoyed
success.
To Bolding, "success" didn't always mean winning
games. He said, "I wanted to leave a legacy of something
that was worthwhile, clfean and something that was based
on making better men and not necessarily winning, although
we have won a few ball games."
Not just a few, 927 to be exact. And throughout those
wins and losses, Bolding has impacted the life of every
player he has coached, an Impact that some say changed
their life forever. "He taught me what hard work was and
also taught me how to be a man," said Assistant Coach
Brian McCullough, who pitched for Bolding at Longwood
and graduated in 2007. "He gave me a lot of responsibilities
and made me a captain, which really taught me how to be a
leader."
Bolding, who is known for being tough on his players,
insists that it brings the best out of them and makes diem
into hard workers.
"It is my belief that baseball requires a kind of mental
toughness that has to be taught. You have to put players
through the rigors of becoming mentally tough to get
results," said Bolding.
That belief has resulted in a .640 winning percentage
over the course of his career and more importantly, molded
high-quality men in the process.
"I will never forget his intensity and passion for the game
of baseball. It brings about the best in all of us," McCullough
said.
Bolding, who has built his career on doing the right things
and playing the right way, believes that he has been able to
mold his players into better husbands, better employees and
better citizens.
"I feel like he has impacted my life and baseball career
already, and I just got here last year," said sophomore pitcher
Aaron Myers.
Bolding seems to have that effect on people. He has put in
countless time ahd effort over the years and says that he has
thrown around eight million baseballs in batting practices
over the years. That is why he believes that Longwood has
been such a good hitting program.
But with this upcoming season being his last, he realizes
that even though he might not be coaching anymore,
Longwood will always be a part of him. 1 don't look at it
as leaving, I am just becoming what I have made many men
into, and that is an old timer;" he says.
Bolding added that he is, and always will be, an avid
supporter of Longwood University, and he will do everything
within his power to help the school prosper, whether it's in
an official capacity with the school or just cheering on the
Lancers on from his seat.
Bolding said that he still plans on attending the games
but will not be one of those people who "is yelling from the
stands." He will let the coaches coach and the players play.
Bolding has a legacy that will live forever, whether if s in
the hearts and minds of all Lancers, or physically on the 500seat stadium south of campus that bears his name.
"The 'Coach Bolding Way" will always be a part of us,"
said McCullough. "He might be stepping aside, but he will
never truly be gone."

Students, faculty and Farmvlllo citizens gather In the Ruffner rotunda to watch the Giving lee light up, signaling that the holiday« are near.
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BECCA LUNDBERG

News Editor
The Farmville Police Department is still investigating
the circumstances behind the
Nov. 6 First Ave. couch fire.
As reported in last week's
issue of The Rotunda, Farmville Fire Department Second
Lieutenant Robert Hammock
said the department received
reports of the fire at 11:46
p.m. Farmville police officers were able to put out the
blaze with fire extinguishers
in a matter of minutes. The
fire department came to the
scene to extinguish any remaining flames.
While there is no confirmed connection between
the fire and President Barack
Obama's re-election, the fire
started shortly after the inedia announced the results on
election night.

"We've speculated as to
whether it was celebration
or protest or just being silly,"
said Longwood University
Police Department (LUPD)
Chief of Police Bob Beach.
Both the LUPD and the
Farmville Police Department
monitor the other's radio
traffic, and Beach said LUPD
responded to the fire along
with the town's police force.
Longwood junior and First
Ave. resident Callie Fuller
was puzzled when her roommate came into her room
around 12:30 a.m. early
Wednesday and told her
there was a burnt couch near
their house. She had heard
some commotion outside
earlier in the night but assumed it was just her neighbors.
When Fuller went outside
to see the remnants of the
couch, she was shocked be-
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during a snow storm when
fire trucks that went to the
scene of a Buffalo St. couch
fire were needed to put out
another fire in the community. One fire truck even
wrecked due to the inclement weather.
While Beach said last Tilesday's fire was "less consequential in that we weren't in
die middle of a snowstorm,"
it was still a dangerous situation and people could have
been injured in a number of
ways.
Beach said while there is
no proof that the person
who set the couch on fire is a
Longwood student, the fire's
proximity to campus can still
"tarnish" the university's
reputation.- "If s a shame because every time some sort of
act like that occurs, the community as [a] whole sees it as
disrespectful."

Beach is confident that
"somebody will eventually
come forward and say something on Facebook or some
Tweet ... and the word will
come out."
Beach believes the majority
of students are great young
leaders, but five to 10 percent
of the population make the
others look bad with foolish
actions.
While some people view
actions such as this as "learning" or a "rite of passage,"
Beach wishes people could
do so without tarnishing the
reputations of others.
Beach said, "All of those
great things the university
does, i f s overshadowed
when someone derides that
they're gonna do something
like that [that] to them appears to be a prank or something not consequential."

Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity Plans to Rebuild in the Spring
BECCA LUNDBERG

ROTUNDA SHOW ASST.
Rachel Faughnan

cause, no one had come to
her house earlier. "We didn't
hear any fire alarms, we
didn't have a cop come to the
door ... It was quiet."
Fuller called the local police
to inform them of the burnt
couch, but she said the department was already aware
of the situation. She said they
told her the fire department
had already responded to the
fire and had placed the couch
on the side of the road. The
remnants of the couch would
be picked up in the morning.
Fuller was never formally informed or questioned
about the fire. "No (me has
ever come to us [about the
fire]," she added.
According to Beach, a situation like the couch fire is
dangerous because "it draws
needed resources from the
larger community." Such an
event occurred on Feb. 19

News Editor
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity's Delta
Iota chapter at Longwood University
is now on reorganized status after
the members failed to meet all of the
requirements issued by the national
headquarters, reported the fraternity's national website.
The fraternity's national website
describes the Longwood chapter's
recent decline in certain areas, including finances, academics and recruitment. In response to this decline, the
national staff established five deadlines and accomplishments for the
chapter to achieve.
While the fraternity met the requirements for the Sept. 10 deadline, they
did not accomplish the required actions by the Oct. 1 deadline. According to the national web page, this
included "recruiting eight men, with
biographical forms filled out and on
payment plans, as well as having a
constitution and bylaws turned into
Alpha Sigma Phi Headquarters."
Following the failure to meet the
assigned deadline, all current members of Longwood's chapter are now
on suspension status. However, the
members will have the opportunity to

reorganize in January.
Kate Planow, associate director of
Fraternity and Sorority Life, and Matt
Humberger, vice president of the fraternity's national office, released the
following statement to The Rotunda
on behalf of the Delta Iota chapter of
Alpha Sigma Phi:
"The Longwood University chapter
of Alpha Sigma Phi was placed on reorganization status in October after a
period of rebuilding with the support
of Longwood University and Alpha
Sigma Phi Fraternity. This was a decision that was reached after many
months of working closely with the
chapter.
"Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity plans
to send headquarters staff members
to campus at the start of the spring
semester to work on re-starting one
of the nation's oldest fraternities at
Longwood.
"Fraternity Vice President Matt
Humbeiger says that the fraternity
will put as many resources that are
necessary to ensure that success will
be made at Longwood — and is looking forward to working with the students, administration and faculty to
create a once in a lifetime opportunity
for Longwood students."
Brandon Gross, president of Long-

wood's chapter, said there have been
issues within the fraternity (primarily
debt-related) since he joined in spring
2010. "We've always had issues here
and there, and slowly they just built
up and built up; you have to stop it
after a certain point or i f s just going
to keep going and going," he said.
When Gross went through recruitment in 2010, he said the fraternity
had about 26 members. The following
year, about half of the brothers graduated, leaving the chapter with a significantly lower membership.
At the beginning of the fall 2012 semester, Alpha Sigma Phi had 12 active
members.
Last spring, Gross said the fraternity
was going strong, but circumstances
grew worse this fall, and they began
going down what he called a "hard
path."
Gross said it initially seemed like
the chapter would lose its charter at
Longwood, but nationals placed it on
reorganization status instead.
Gross believes the reorganization
process will provide the chapter with
a new beginning and will most likely
benefit everyone involved. "If we had
a fresh start a while ago, we would
probably have a different situation
going on," he said.

Gross said an Alpha Sigma Phi national staff member will visit campus
for a month in January to begin the
reorganization process. Nationals has
not informed him of the exact details
of the process. He is aware that the active brothers will have the choice to
either continue as fraternity members
or move to alumni status.
The spring 2013 semester will be
Gross's final semester at Longwood,
so he is leaning toward choosing
alumni status. No matter what decision he makes, however, he plans to
remain involved with the Longwood
chapter.
Gross has seen the Delta Iota chapter put a great deal of effort into recruiting new members and believes
the spring semester will bring a solid
group of young men to the fraternity.
Alpha Sigma Phi brothers have
been like Gross's family at Longwood. "They have my back," he said.
"They're there for me if I need anything."
Gross also said Alpha Sigma Phi as
a whole has been an important part
of his life. "I wouldn't like Longwood
as much if I wasn't a part of it. It
wouldn't be the same place if I wasn't
active in something like this."

Roses to Close its Doors in January, will Cause 27 to Lose Jobs
manager of the Farmville
RACHEL FAUGHNAN
Asst. Rotunda Show Coordinator store, said the district manager informed Roses employees
Roses, a discount store lo- on Nov. 5 that the store will
cated in Southgate Shopping close due to a nonrenewable
Center, is set to close at the lease.
end of January. Una Moore,
Moore said Roses has been

in Farmville for more than 50
years. It was located at what
is now the Longwood Center
for Visual Arts before moving to the current South Main
Street location.
According to Moore, 27
people will lose
their jobs due to the
store's closing.
"Some people have
been here as long as
Roses has been here
. . . It will affect a lot
of people because
so many people
shop here and it's
the only discount
store we have," said
Roses employee and
Longwood University student Taylor
Southall.
"I have heard complaints from a lot of
the costurners; they
are really upset,"
added Southall. Employees and customers alike have concerns about Roses
leaving Farmville.
Photo By: Staff Photographer Calab Briggs
"Our company is
MONICA NEWBLL
growing, and Roses
Asst. features Editor
is opening stores all
over," Moore said.
On Nov. 8, the Longwood Center for Cyber Security wing was
"We are stretching
opened to the pubik at 3*30 p.m. with much fanfare from the watchout from southern
ing etudents. The wing will be situated in the basement of Hiner Hall.
areas to n o r t h . . . if s
Following the ribbon cutting was a panel discussion, which focused
not a company issue;
on information technology and cyber security issues. However, the
i f s a rent issue here
panel was smaller than what was expected. Rhonda Vetere, senior
in our town."
vice president of Global Technology Infrastructure for AKL waa supMoore said the
posed to join Longwood's Dr. Glenn Dardidc and Dr. Randy Boyle
closing
of the store is
on the panel but was unable to attend due to the devastation from
not
due
to competiHurricane Savdy.
tion in any degree.
H H H

YBER SECURITY OPENING

Moore said, "We could have
actually gone out of business
a long time ago, but we got
purchased by a company that
was a discount company ...
and our business thrived."
The management at Roses
will go to any measures they
can to help the current employees find new jobs, Moore
said. She and the Roses district manager will be writing
letters of recommendation for
current employees to send to
prospective employers.
She added, "My intention is
to call the Virginia Employment Commission and have
a representative come and
speak to our people because
I'm sure they have lots of concerns . . . "
"I really think the effect of
us leaving Farmville is that
our residents and residents
in surrounding counties lose
another option of shopping,"
Moore said.
As far as the Farmville community's reaction to the store
closing, Moore said, "We are
having a great outpour from
the community. People are
coming in and telling us how
sorry they are to see that we
will be leaving."
Susan Hudson, Farmville
resident, said, "I am pretty
sad about Roses closing because Roses has been one of
the stores that I try to shop
at just about every time I
have been in Farmville. I was
shopping with Roses when
they were up on [North] Main
Street. I feel like it was one of

those standards that would
always be here in Farmville."
According to Moore, the
store must be clear by Jan.
31, 2013. Moore added, "We
want the community to know
how sorry we are to see this
happen . . . I know that I'm
going to lose my job, but I'm
very happy that if this place is
going to come to an end that I
get to be here with the people
. . . I'm glad to be a part of the
end."
Moore said the store has not
received any markdowns at
this point. However, the company did send the store a closing kit, which includes the
banner they currently have
hanging on the storefront.
The company will release
markdowns for the store
closing by email. Moore believes the store will have the
strongest markdowns around
Christmas time. As far as
store inventory, Moore said
the Farmville location will
not receive more. "What we
have at this point is it."
Moore said it will be difficult
for many people in the Farmville community to drive past
the shopping center and not
see the large Roses sign once
the store's doors are closed
and the sign is taken down.
"The people who have been
here a long time aren't going
to see it anymore," she said.
"That's going to be another
impact — something t h a f s
been here so long is just going
to go away."

Off-Campus Organizations Denied University Recognition
RACHEL LEWIS

Contributor
Every semester, students
who are interested in joining
an off-campus organization
receive a letter. Not only
do they receive a warning
against becoming further
involved, but their parents do
as well. Director of Student
Conduct and Integrity Dr.
Richard
Chassey sends
this letter and provides his
contact information if there
are any concerns.
Corbin Slaughter, president
of Delta Tau Chi, joined in
fall of 2010 and still has a
copy of this letter. At the top
it reads, "Recently I became
aware that you may be
involved with an off-campus
group that disguises itself as
a fraternity known as Delta
Tau Chi. Delta Tau Chi is
not a fraternity and has no
current affiliation with any
national organizations. It is
not recognized or supported
by Longwood University.
It is an unrecognized group
that was once known as Delta
Sigma Phi (an on-campus,
nationally
recognized
fraternity) that lost their
charter due to numerous
conduct violations, and DTX

is a risky proposition for
your future."
According to Chassey, there
were incidents at California
State
University
and
Plattsburgh State University
where students pledging
underground fraternities at
both schools died as a result
of hazing. "I hope it doesn't
take a death here," he said.
Chassey noted that in
the past there have been
substantiated reports of
hazing
in
off-campus
organizations at Longwood.
Unlike
recognized
organizations on campus,
they don't have insurance
or advisers, which he said
is not safe for the students
involved.
New members for DTX
were taken in on Friday,
Sept. 14, and not even three
weeks later Slaughter said
the school found out and
delivered
letters. Susan
Sullivan, director of Student
Union & Activities, said
the Office of Sorority and
Fraternity Life will ask for
some support to find out
who joins. "We have more
contact with students in oncampus organizations than
Rick [Chassey] does, so
thaf s something we can find

out and let him know," she
said.
Sullivan feels that it is
important for students and
their families to be aware,
and they can choose to
continue on, but they need
to understand the risks of
being associated with these
kinds of groups.
According to Chassey,
off-campus
organizations
typically go ahead and
recruit freshmen, whereas
recognized
organizations
are not allowed to do that,
so new students can build
their academics on a solid
foundation.
"Last year, two or three
students dropped out of
school because they were
pledging one of these groups
and their grades were so
bad," Chassey said. When
he spoke to their parents,
he learned their dropping
out was directly related to
trying to rush one of these
organizations.
Association with an offcampus organization may
also affect a student's
ability to join an oncampus
organization.
"Organizations set their own
membership requirements,
and
individual
groups

could choose to put under
their conditions that, in
order to be a member, you
cannot be in an off-campus
organization," Sullivan said.
In spring 2009, nationals
officially took away the
charter from Zeta Tau
Alpha (ZTA) at Longwood
University. According to
Brittany Harper, president
of Zeta Chi Alpha (ZXA),
which is the organization
ZTA became once they
were kicked off campus, the
sisters didn't know what to
do at first.
The following semester
is when ZCA decided to
continue taking new girls.
Thafs when the- letters
started appearing.
"The sisters said this is our
bond, and you can't take
that away from us," Harper
said. "You can take away
our letters and our nationals,
but in the end, we are still
sisters, and we are going to
keep being sisters no matter
what."
Harper noted that parents
grew extremely worried
about what consequences
the letter associated with offcampus groups. She said, "It
is worded to make it sound
like joining an off-campus

organization is going to
hinder your academic career,
you are going to be looked
down upon badly by the
town of Farmville and you
can be seriously hurt."
Harper believes that if the
university is going to send
out a letter, they should
send one out to anyone
considering
going
into
organization.
"Despite
an
whether or not you have
insurance for your sorority
or fraternity, whether it is
social or academic, or even
any club or sport, if you are
going to send out a letter to
some students, you should
surely send it out to all of
them because everyone is at
risk, and you never know
what could happen," said
Harper.
"Just because we are a
group of girls that like to call
ourselves sisters, because
that's the bond we have with
each other, doesn't mean
anything other than us being
good friends and working
toward our philanthropy,"
Harper said. "Ifs just
like any other on-campus
organization; we just don't
have the support from the
school."

Campus Safety Walk Brings Attention to Hazards & Improvements
BECCA LUNDBERG

News Editor
In an effort to identify potential
safety hazards and improvements on
the Longwood University campus,
the Residential Sc Commuter
Life (RCL) Advisory Board, Real
Estate Foundation and Longwood
University
Police
Department
(LUPD) sponsored the second annual
Campus Safety Walk on Nov. 7.
Doug Howell, walk coordinator
and associate director of Residential
Operations, believes the walk helped
the Longwood community take an
active role in campus safety. "I think
the main thing is that the (acuity,
staff and students have a voice," he
said. "This is an opportunity."
Representatives from both the
sponsoring organizations and the
campus community served as
coordinators and started walks at
eight Longwood-managed areas:
Beale Plaza Fountain, CHI Fountain,
Wheeler Mall, Lankford Student
Mall, Health and Fitness Center,
Longwood
Village
Clubhouse,
Lancer Park Clubhouse and the
Longwood Landings front desk. The
idea was for participants to begin at
the area they frequent the most.
This year's faculty and staff
coordinators
were
Howell,
Louise Waller, Space Planning and
Real Property manager; Sgt. Ray
Ostrander of the LUPD; Courtney
Delorme, apartment manager; and
Nicole Morabito, Longwood Village
desk supervisor.
The students who helped coordinate
the walk were Corey Davis, Student
Safety Organization representative;
Nicole Raslan, RCL Advisory Board
officer; and seniors Claire Williams
and Sarah Gordon.
The walk coordinators met
participants at their designated
locations and then proceeded
to search for possible safety
concerns with the assistance of
students, faculty and staff. The
issues participants looked for were
from a facilities perspective (e.g.,
landscaping and lighting) and a
personal safety standpoint (e.g.,
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Blue Light emergency telephone
placement).
Interim President Marge Connelly
participated in this year's walk and
took the CHI Fountain route. "Ifs
easy for things like hazards or unlit
areas to go unnoticed when walking
about the campus during the normal
course of business," she said.
"Taking the time to have multiple
eyes taking a purposeful, focused
look is important and helps us
ensure that our campus is a safe
place for our students, faculty and
staff," Connelly added.
Senior Samantha Saul took the
Lankford Student Union Mall route
for the second time this year. "It
was very positive last year; we got
two whole pages of notes of things
that needed to be fixed just from the
[Lankford] Student Union to Stubbs
to ARC and back around to the
building."
Saul went to the Lankford Student
Union Mall location because it is
near ARC, her dorm of more than
three years. She saw better lighting
and more Blue Light emergency
telephones on the walk this year,
though she suggested adding more
of the phones on the sidewalk
leading to Chichester Science Center.
"As a student I feel so much more
safe, especially with the lighting
changes," Saul added.
Saul said she would like to see a
walk take place next semester. "If
you did one in the spring, you'd be
able to see the difference between
the lighting in the winter and the
springtime [and] see if if s visible or
not."
Howell said some areas presented
significantly
different
safety
scenarios this year, particularly
Bedford Hall; the building was a
construction area last year. "They
built lighting and other safety
features into the surrounding areas,"
he said.
While school was not in session
during the summer, Howell said
many sidewalks with cracks or
drips in them were fixed and it was
apparent during the walk this year.
According to Howell, the walk was
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Teen Pregnancies in
Fredericksburg Down
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The Campus Safety Walk gives faculty, staff and students a voice about their security.

scheduled after Daylight Savings Overall, there were 47 participants
time ended to make sure the safety this year. This is a similar turnout
hazards were found in the dark. He in comparison to the 55 people who
said the season also affects what attended the walk in fall 2011.
Howell said different departments
needs to be done in regards to
landscaping. "Once the leaves turn, around campus are willing to listen
you've got to keep those branches to the Longwood community's
safety concerns. He emphasized that
out of the way," he added.
Other notable concerns participants the LUPD's operational dispatch
found this year were burnt-out is available 24/7 and anyone who
light bulbs, uneven and cracked would like to address a housingsidewalks, smoke huts with only one related issue can contact RCL or a
doorway (this could trap someone Resident Assistant.
Ultimately, if students, faculty or
inside if an attacker were to enter),
overgrown trees and shrubs, not staff have safety concerns or even
enough wheelchair accessibility in improvements they would like to
some areas and even some unlocked address, Howell encouraged them
to "share that with someone at the
doors.
The walk coordinators recorded^ university."
the safety issues participants found
as well as some improvements.

Albemarle Supervisors
Question Slope Rule

jl8

Less and less teen pregnancies are
being reported in die Fredericksburg
area. While the numbers are down,
the needs that existing young mothers have are increasing. Out of 46
teen mothers, 10 of those are homeless, according to the Rappahannock
Community Services Bond. Virginia has the highest dropout rate for
homeless students at 18 percent The
stress of having a baby at home and
the extra mouth to feed is what may
be causing the high dropout rate.
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The Albemarle Board of
Supervisors wanted the costeffectiveness of the county's
critical slopes ordinance. Right
now, developers have to get
a waiver to start building on
hillsides that have a 25 percent
or higher grade. It was decided
p 2009 But critical slopes
ordinance needed to be adjusted.
The new rule purposed would
have two separate classifications
of slopes and a new zoning
overlay district would help with
that process.

Va. Still Looking for More
Funds for Quit Smoking
Programs
The Richmond Times Dispatch
reported that Virginia was
getting more money from the
federal government to pay for
stop smoking phone hotlines.
The hotlines came after a
national advertising campaign
that caused a great deal of
calls from smokers wanting
to quit. Virginia public health
advocates are pushing for
more sufficient money to help
fund stop smoking programs.

Your Views Are
Yours, So Don't
Force Them on Me
EJ DOWUNG

Asst. News Editor
L a s t week, I voted in
my first election. I hate to
be incredibly cliché about
the whole feeling —as if I
have done something to help
my country — but when
I walked out of my polling place after voting and
proudly put on my "I voted"
sticker, I felt like I had done
what I needed to do as a citiNEWS
zen of the United States.
COLUMN
Now, you may not like the
outcome; then again, you
may love the outcome. The true test will be
when you show true acceptance of the outcome. You do not have to like it, but it is what
it is and now it is time to stand behind it and
make sure you deal with it in such a way that is
accepting toward others.
I was so proud of Longwood University last
week and the weeks before. There were so
many people working on Brock Commons trying to get people registered to vote and making
sure everyone knew where to vote and what to
do on Election Day.
As a political science major, I was ridiculously
happy to see that the whole university was getting involved in the election process.
While the election was going on, I am sure
I was not the only one who was tired of seeing and hearing about both the candidates
and really about the election in general. After
the election was called, and the winner was
announced, I was almost terrified to log onto
Facebook and Twitter. I just knew there was
going to be some sort of horrible backlash from
my friends and followers. I was right.
Facebook looked and read like a warzone. It
was worse than anything I had ever seen on
Facebook before. There were horrible names being thrown around and statements that people
will probably regret saying. It was very hard to
read.
I am all for having political views, but it is
crossing the line when you will not listen to
anyone else's view just because it is different
from yours.
fiCTiCS
C~
I keep seeing that kind of mentality in many
things. The feeling that your views are the only
correct ones, and that you will not accept anyone else's views ... I really do not think that is
an acceptable feeling. I think that is the kind of
thinking that really gets people in trouble.
Now, I am not going to say that I have not
been guilty of this before, but I do recognize
that it is not a good thing and it can really
alienate people in your life. .
Rivalries are good and differences of opinion
are natural, but it is that line that should not
be crossed. I have written about helping your
friends see your opinions and about the importance of trying not to force your opinion on
them in my columns. Well, this is no exception.
I just do not like to see friendships fall apart
because of a difference in political opinions.
Everyone is entitled to their own opinion
about anything. In fact, you are perfectly
entitled to completely hate this column and
disagree with everything I say.
However, if I am offended about that or upset
at that feeling, then everything I have said is
null and void and the point would not be taken
seriously.
I may seem like I am preaching, but I am seriously having a huge problem trying to find the
point in basically shoving your own political
views down someone's throat. It is just going to
make people mad, upset and all around frustrated. Just accept that everyone has a different
opinion from everyone else and just live with
that fact.
If you really cannot live with that, then
perhaps you should learn about what you are
saying, because what is even more frustrating
to me is the fact that people sometimes do not
even know what they are talking about.
This election was almost like a lesser of two
evils for everyone. If the person you voted for
did not win then the feelings and the Facebook
statuses rolled about disappointment or excitement.
Quite honestly, a great deal of it was almost
too much to handle. Now that the election is
over I hope that everyone has settled down and
is just rolling with the punches.
Have an opinion, love your opinions, but do
not try to force them on others. To build on
that, sometimes it is really okay to even keep
your opinions to yourself, or; at least at the very
least, listen to other opinions and see if you
might actually agree. This is an alternative to
not even listening to anything at all.
Your views are your own, so don't force them
on me.
This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer and
does not represent the vinos of The Rotunda or Longwood
University.
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New LCVA Volunteer Center Accommodates Growing Volunteer Program
BECCA LUNDBERG

News Editor
Due to a significant increase of volunteers at
the Longwood Center for the Visual Arts (LCVA),
the North Main Street facility's volunteer program
has now expanded to two adjacent buildings.
According to Grace Pilk, LCVA assistant educator,
about five to seven volunteers visit the center
each week. In combination with these numbers
and special event and outreach volunteers, the
center accommodates more than 1,000 volunteers
annually.
While many volunteers are Longwood University
students, Pilk said faculty members, the Farmville
community and even elementary and high school
students participate in the program.
Emily Grabiec, LCVA curator of education, felt
it was important to "give the volunteers enough
space to work and kind of have their ownership
over their own space too."
LCVA volunteers previously worked in a small
room located in the basement of the LCVA that
now serves as a classroom craft area.
Grace Pilk (L) the Assistant Educator and Emily Grabiec
The new volunteer center consists of an open
studio space with large windows and seating areas
for volunteers to work, as well as a second story At the entrance of the volunteer center, there is a
kitchen and cubby storage area for volunteers' sign-in station where volunteers can enter their
belongings. There are also computers for student PIN number and track their volunteer hours.
use in the education office area on the second floor.
The volunteer center's bright teal walls and floral
"We just wanted to show volunteers our wall hanging made entirely by volunteers are
appreciation and give them a space to work in meant to catch the attention of people passing by
[which] they can call their own," said Grabiec. the buildings. "We just want it to have a presence
"Our programs, we couldn't run them without and for people to be aware," explained Grabiec.
Pilk said there has been a spike in volunteers
the volunteers; they're such an essential part of
since the volunteer center opened in August. She
the museum."

increments because of space. "I think this is just
set up for [volunteering] in a very different way,"
she added.
Anyone interested in volunteering at LCVA can
now sign u p on the center's website remotely,
Grabiec said. They can review the positions
available and apply without having to call, email
or visit the center.
Volunteers now have more space in which to
prepare for LCVA's free family workshops, Pilk
said. At least 30 volunteers attend each free family
workshop. The most recent workshop was "Dia
de los Muertos: Mexico's Celebration of Life" in
October. The upcoming workshops, which Pilk
said LCVA is currently accepting volunteers for
are "Winter Wonderland" on Dec. 1 and "Valentine
Time!" on Feb. 9.
The volunteer program also has an outreach
called Art Kids for at risk Prince Edward County
Elementary School fourth graders. Volunteers help
the students take photographs and eventually
exhbit their work at LCVA. Pilk said the program
helps these children "express themselves
Ptiolo By: Photo Edtor Ashley FuMpositively
r
through artwork."
t ) the Curator of Education sit In the new Volunteer Center.
Grabiec said the volunteer center is meant to be
has also seen larger groups of volunteers come a resource for the university, community and local
in, including clubs and organizations, fraternities schools. "We want our volunteer and internship
and sororities and classes. "We have the space experiences to help people learn, connect with
now where we have large groups come in, and it the school and give back to the community." She
added, "I think it is a way to expose people to the
can be constant," she said.
Pilk said volunteers have reacted to the new art world and connect with the local community."
Ultimately, Grabiec said, the LCVA is "Longwood
center positively and wants to see the increasing
number of volunteers continue. She said, "I hope University's museum, i f s the community's
museum. We want people to ... be a part of it and
it keeps growing and generating more."
Grabiec agreed that the center invites more large kind of have an ownership of everything we have
groups to participate without having to come in here and use it as a resource."

The Downtown Farmville Project: A New Dream for Main Street Farmville
KATIE WINDLEMEESE

Contributor
The Downtown Farmville Project is a volunteer
organization designed to preserve the history and
character of Farmville as a small college town.
The project also promotes the development of
businesses to draw local residents, students and
visitors to Main St.
Downtown Farmville began approximately
two years ago when Dr. Charles Ross, dean of
Longwood University's Cook-Cole College of
Arts and Sciences, noticed the difference between
downtown Farmville and Charlottesville, both
college towns.
Charlottesville offered a downtown mall with
restaurants, entertainment and music. In contrast,
Farmville offered "a lot of vacant store fronts."
According to Ross, "I just really got frustrated
that there was nothing happening downtown
... I wrote a letter to the editor [of the Farmville
Herald], and then the following month I went to
the town council and spoke."
Ross coordinated with local businessman,
Jimmy Johnson of the Sleeping Bee, and in fall
2010 the Downtown Farmville project began.
"It started with an informal group of people,"
said Ross. "We try to do things that would get
people downtown. Try to match businesses that

would draw students downtown with the empty
buildings and the entrepreneurs that maybe want
to set u p a business. Along the way we found out
about the Main Street program."
Now co-chairs of the Downtown Farmville
Project, Ross and Johnson, along with other
Farmville residents, submitted an application to
the Main Street program funded by die Virginia
Department of Housing and Community
Development in 2011. Approval as a Main St.
program will provide training and resources to
develop downtown Farmville. "[It] is a national
program, and i f s a pretty big deal," emphasized
Ross.
GpvemQf Bob McDonnell announced the
diiraignatioffcof Farmville as a Virginia Main Street
Community on Aug. 15, 2011. Ross added, "To do
that, you have to have a structure, and you have to
have a paid person to help run all the committees.
The committees are all made up of volunteers, but
you need a person to coordinate it all."
That person arrived in September 2012 as Helen
Person assumed her responsibilities as executive
director of Downtown Farmville. Person, a 2010
graduate of the University of Georgia's Historic
Preservation Master's Program, said Farmville is
"a real, true marriage between the community and
the downtown merchants and service providers.
Thaf s what really drove me to be here." Person

completed her thesis on running Main Street
programs.
When asked about the involvement of
Longwood students in the Downtown Farmville
project, Person explained that one of the service
fraternities at Longwood, Alpha Phi Omega, plans
to help clean and decorate vacant store fronts for
the holiday season.
Person said while many students focus on
national chains (e.g., Panera Bread), those chains
search for towns with a significant amount of
people within a certain amount of square miles.
Census data for 2011 indicate more than 8,000
people are residents in Farmville, and more than
100,000 live in the seven surrounding counties.
Instead, Person hopes to encourage local
entrepreneurs to open their own businesses.
She believes Farmville is an appealing town and
affirmed, "Ifs wonderful the way that Longwood
really interjects the students into the life of the
town. We certainly have our arms out-stretched
to Hampden-Sydney and whoever wants to be
involved with their community ... Our challenge
is to make Farmville be something that is exciting
and fun."
Ross agreed. "What you need downtown are
more unique places, different kinds of restaurants,
different kinds of shops. There's 3,000 female
students here. It seems like there could be a

clothing store down there that would mesh their
interests ... We've got 4,000 customers here that
rarely go past El Patron."
Person and Ross both suggested one challenge
has been stores closing at 5 p.m. Person said,
"Years ago that was the way things were done,
but sometimes i f s just that they haven't tried a
change in a long time. We're hoping to encourage
them to think about being open a little bit longer
during the day."
Sheri McGuire, executive director of the
Longwood Small Business Development Center
(SBDC), said, "We want more businesses that
cater to students." McGuire added the potential
monetary impact on the Farmville community
of approximately 4,800 Longwood University
students spending their money could be over'/
$15.5 million.
The SBDC provides market research and
assistance to develop businesses in the Farmville
community. SBDC has had a seat on the Downtown
Farmville Project board since the project began.
According to Ross, people are "energized." He
said, "I think as time goes on there will be more
volunteer opportunities for students and if the
vision comes to pass, there will be a lot more stuff
for students to do downtown, places to hang out,
places to eat. Thaf s the dream."

Hunger in Farmville: Out of 50 Students, Nine Actually Give a Damn
MONICA NEWELL

Asst. Features Editor
If you looked inside room 209A in the Greenwood
Library at 7 p.m. on Nov. 8, you might have been
surprised to see only nine people attending a
meeting titled, "50 Students Who Give a Damn."
The meeting in question was to raise awareness
for those dealing with hunger in Farmville on a
day-to-day basis.
The two students in charge that night, Amanda
Tharp and Kasey Dye, set up the organization as
their English 400 project. The name of the event
had been inspired by Assistant Professor of
English Dr. Heather Lettner-Rust.
Their goal was to raise awareness of the fact
that many food banks value cash donations
over canned donations any time. While canned
donations are appreciated, 15 cents can provide
one pound of food, and $1 can provide 6.7 pounds
of food — the equivalent of eight meals. A can
of Chef Boyardee, which makes two servings of
food, might be great, except to the family of four

who receives it.
Tharp and Dye continued to explain the
importance of donating to different organizations
that help those who can't afford food by using
various visual aids throughout the speech.
Hunger is usually thought of as being something
that only affects those in other countries, but that
is not the case. According to Tharp and Dye's
PowerPoint presentation, as of this year, one in
six Americans will struggle with hunger. With the
United States having a population of 311,591,917
people, according to the July 2011 census, thaf s
51,931,986 people in this country who scramble to
put food on the table.
In the town of Farmville, things seem to almost
mirror the country economically. 34.6 percent
of the population of Farmville lives below the
poverty line, which equals out to be 2,840 people
— at least when Longwood University's not in
session.
In the winter and summer months, the town
of Farmville's population drops down to 5,525
people, making the number of people below the

to find some way to raise money or to donate the
food.
In fact, some of the athletic teams have started
collecting money along with participating in
a Conference-wide effort to gather food for
organizations like Farmville Area Community
Emergency Services, otherwise known as FACES.
The confusing part was the lack of students as
Tharp had said that there had been a mention
— granted a censored mention — of them in the
weekly email system sent to Longwood students
and that Alpha Lambda Delta was offering their
poverty line to be 1,911 people.
members the chance to gain a needed hour
Hunger does not just affect adults in this country. of community service should they attend the
28 percent of people who receive emergency food meeting.
are school-aged children who often go to school
The meeting ended with both students
without having had breakfast or anything to eat reminding those who had attended to inform the
the night before. In fact, 62 percent of teachers all organizations in which they participate in to try to
over the country report seeing students who are collect something.
noticeably hungry when they come to school.
If interested in donating either cans or money,
Tharp and Dye noted that they had partnered up contact either Amanda Tharp at amanda.tharp@
with Longwood Athletics. The two students urged live.longwood.edu or Kasey Dye at kasey. dye@
those in attendance to tell their organizations live.longwood.edu.
about "50 Students Who Give a Damn" and to try

"While canned
donations are
appreciated, 15 cents
can provide one
pound of food..."

SGA Approves New Longwood Dressage Team Constitution
complained about making appointments at the to allocate $90 to the Modern Language Club to
Health and Wellness Center. She suggested a pay for German, French and Spanish practice
Nervs Editor
system where students could go online, view a dishes for the annual Iron Chef Competition.
The Tuesday, Nov. 13 the Student Government schedule of open appointment slots and make The club previously spent the money but had
Association (SGA) meeting began with a session appointments. She said this would be more gone to SFC previously for the funds. They were
efficient and allow students to make appointments asked to see if Longwood Dining Services could
of open forum.
College of Business & Economics representative when the center is not open. Vice President Brian provide them food for a cheaper price, but this
Dustin Black questioned when and why the Reid suggested Darst work with Student Services apparently could not be done. In order to perform
this reimbursement, the SGA moved to overturn
30-minute parking in front of Hiner Hall was to address these.
Historian Paige Rollins brought the Longwood the SFC bylaws and the motion passed.
removed. The concern was referred to the Student
SFC then moved to allocate $279.88 to the SGA
University Dressage Team's constitution to the
Services Committee.
for
a 40 inch HD TV meant to play Orea TV
SGA
for
approval.
It
aims
to
be
a
horseback
team
Another senator commended the Lankford
Lancer
Ads in the Janet D. Greenwood Library.
with
a
different
aim
than
the
Equestrian
Club.
The
Student Union Cafe workers for their increasingly
The
SGA
initially asked for four televisions but
organization's
constitution
passed.
nice and helpful service.
were
not
able
to provide the exact location. The
The Student Finance Committee (SFC) moved
Senator Jessica Darst said students have
BECCA LUNDBERG

motion failed.
Rollins announced that Longwood students now
must go through the student line at university
basketball games and swipe their student IDs.
Rollins assured the SGA that students will not
be charged for basketball games; this is simply to
keep a count of how many students are attending
games.
The special guest and "veteran senator" Reid
announced was visiting this week was former
SGA Vice President Matt Hovey.
There will be no SGA meeting next week due to
Thanksgiving Break. The final SGA meeting of the
semester will take place on Tuesday, Nov. 27 in the
BC rooms of Lankford Student Union.

The Berlin Wall Falls Down at Longwood LU and H-SC
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

Features Editor
On Friday, Nov. 9, the German Club
rebuilt history by building a Berlin
Wall on the campus of Longwood. Located in front of the Lankford Student
Union from 12 p.m. to 3 p.m., students
were able to spray paint messages and
drawings on the four foot by 10 foot
wall before it was destroyed by the
end of the demonstration.
While the students of Longwood
University were able to write on the
wall, members of German Club provided information at the event of the
history of the Berlin Wall as well.
Kappa Pi, the arts honors society,
assisted in the construction of the
wall by constructing it with large
cardboard boxes, covering it in silver
paint and then stabilizing it beside the
Lankford Student Union.
President of Kappa Pi Katherine
Gulick said, "It was just nice to work

with other groups on campus just to
get more involved."
This is the second year the German
Club constructed a Berlin Wall at
Longwood, according to President of
German Club Ellery Rüther.
Ruther assisted in the construction
of the first Berlin Wall on campus last
year during her time as Vice President
of German Club.
Rüther said, "I thought that we
should do it. So, we made a Berlin
Wall, and it was very tiny. It was probably only three feet by three feet [and]
made out of foam board, but we put
it up, and it was really popular, and
people signed it, and they asked us
about it, and we told them about the
history of the Berlin Wall and the importance of unification."
Rüther commented that the German
Club was interested in collaborating
with the help of Kappa Pi because
"we definitely needed some help with
some artistic skills."

Ruther further stated that the conThis year's Berlin Wall was at least
three to five times bigger than the struction of the Berlin Wall on camprevious year's, according to Ruther, pus could also contribute to students
who excitedly noted that the event who may feel like they have their own
was just as popular as before and was "cultural barrier between them and
able to incite questions from a number society."
"The Berlin Wall split families, and
of students on the history of i t
it
split loved ones, and it was very
Ruther said, "We had people talk
hard
for people, and the unification
about it. They asked us questions. We
brought
people together. It brought
even had one of the German foreign
everyone
together even though years
exchange students come by and ask
about it, so it was really cool, and if s of that separation kind of changed
cool to bring attention to the impor- people, and it brought together people
tance of the event and its history be- of socio-economic status. It brought
people of culture together. It brought
cause it brought Germany together."
Commenting on the importance of families back together, and that's very
the Berlin Wall, Ruther stated, "It had important," said Ruther
With the construction of and the
huge impacts on the entire world:
unification, accepting the Cold War, tearing down of the Berlin Wall on
acceptance of Communism, in a way. Longwood's campus, Ruther said, "It
If s important to remember it in our shows that we can come together, and
history, and it's just a fun event to re- we can accept people."
mind people that German Club is a
part of Longwood and to get people
involved in history."

Celebrate
Veterans Day
with Farmville
Community
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

Features Editor

On Veterans Day, veterans
and currently active members
of the military were celebrated
and appreciated at a social
reception located at the
Farmville
Train
Station.
Between 70 and 100 people
attended the event with
veterans driving down from
Northern Vuginia, Powhatan
and more parts of the state to
FBATUKES
attend. The event featured a
COLUMN
reception with refreshments
provided by Walker's Diner
as well as programs at High Bridge Trail State
Park where attendees learned about the history
of the interactions between the military, town of
Farmville and High Bridge during the American
Civil War by the Park Educational Specialist
Farmville shuttles drove to and from the
Farmville Train Station to High Bridge Trail from
1 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Sponsors for the event included Crossroads
Community Health Services and the town of
Farmville, which donated services and funding.
Partnerships for the event included the High
Bridge Trail State Park, Longwood University
Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) and
Hampden-Sydney ROTC. The event was
organized by High Bridge Trail State Park and
Longwood students currently enrolled in Project
Success, or EDUC 205 & 470: Life and Career
Planning Longwood.
Senior Mentor for Project Success Steven Valdez
noted that the idea for the event was by High
Bridge Trail and that Project Success assisted with
the execution and planning of the event.
Park Manager of High Bridge Trail State Park J.
Eric Hougland said, "These are Longwood folks
who really made the day special, especially seeing
current ROTC interacting with veterans, some
from World War Q. It was really special."
Commenting on his own thoughts on what
Veterans Day means to him, Valdez said, "For me,
i f s recognition of people who have served and
then gone to a different career and still recognizing
their contributions to the country and what they
sacrificed."
Cadet Sergeant First Class of Longwood ROTC
program Cameron Brengelman said, "Veteran's
Day pretty much means a way to give back to
those that served before us. Now, i f s time to kind
of step up and take a spear head lead on it and do
what they did for us."
PMo B|r SUR PMopaptaf CM Mgg>
He further stated, "I think the way they looked
at
us too, like the smiles that they had to show
Dean of Cook-Cole College of Arts and Science Dr. Ross, Interim President Connelly and Dr. Brock-Servais serve as the judging pannel for MOLA's Iron Chef Competlton.
that
we actually still care about them because a
Iron Chef Competition were judged city can get," Connelly said, "If you job of presentation, and I too could
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN
lot
of
people, veterans, they do their thing, and
by Interim President Marge Connelly, are a vegetarian, do not do this trip happily live off of potatoes and eggs
Features Editor
then
they
get out of the military and people just
Dean of the Cook-Cole College of Arts because you will starve to death, but for a long time," said Brock-Servais.
forget.
They
think people forget as i f s only one
The third and last meal judged was
On Tuesday, Nov. 13, the Modern and Sciences Dr. Charles Ross, and if you like serious meat dishes with
day
a
year."
incredibly deep spices, i f s the place by the French team and was poulet
Languages Club (MOLA) hosted the Brock-Servais.
"I think i f s the fact that we're actually here,
During the event, Connelly to be, and I think you did an excellent gruyère avec champignons sautés
fourth annual International Dinner
and
we showed that we care and there were other
and courgettes farcies, presented by
and Iron Chef Competition in the commented, "In business, there's this job at creating that."
people
around who I guess could relate in a way.
Ross described the presentation "as MOLA members Jessica Rohr and
Nance Room of Dorrill Dining Hall. nasty joke that says, 'What do you
Thafs
what
made their day. That's what I saw
The culinary competition consisted of call someone who only speaks one sort of a Christmas tree with sort of a Kelly Watts.
pretty
much,"
said Brengelman.
Poulet gruyère avec champignons
cultural dishes from Spain, Germany language? An American.' So, thank vegetable medley arranged around it,
Brengelman
commented that the ROTC allows
you for fighting against that particular and you don't normally think about sautés is a dish that is composed
and France.
for
many
public
relations opportunities. He said,
The event featured a silent auction stereotype. We need the help. So, well German cuisine as being the number of chicken, gruyère cheese and
"We
try
to
step
up
and do a lot of public relation
one cuisine you're going to in Europe, mushrooms. Courgettes farcies is a
with items donated from local done."
stuff
for
the
National
Army, for the National
When the three cultural groups but this is really very good. I'm very dish that is stuffed zucchini with rice,
Farmville businesses and university
Guard,
and
then
we
love
coming out here and
onions, cheese and green peppers.
faculty and staff. Auctioned items presented their dishes to the judges, impressed."
talking
to
veterans,
getting
to
know them better."
Brock-Servais said, "This is a
The second meal judged was
included one dozen cupcakes from two students for each group detailed
Valdez
commented
on
how
the students
I
find
especially
Maria's Sweet Creations, a hand- the history and culture behind each presented by the Spanish team and presentation
involved
in
ROTC
and
the
veterans
were able to
knitted by Department Chair of the dish as well as the ingredients and consisted of tortilla de patata y sopa beautiful, as with everything. The
communicate,
relate
with
each
other
and learn
English and Modern Languages what each dish meant to each student. de calabaza, presented by MOIA chicken especially I was expecting
more.
"That
kind
of
engagement
was
pretty
cool,"
to
taste
cheese
and
mushrooms
and
Department Dr. Rhonda Brock- One of those two students would members Ashley Powell and Scott
he
said.
chicken,
but
i
f
s
actually
all
sort
of
Servais, a 30 minute chair or table speak in the language of the culture, Alexander.
As a member of the ROTC, Brengelman
Tortilla de patata is a Spanish potato melded together into a single dish,
massage at the Longwood Health & whether French, Spanish or German,
commented
that the community treats them with
which
was
sort
of
a
neat
little
surprise
Fitness Center and gift certificates and the other student would translate omelet that originated from Carlist
more
respect,
while the ROTC does their best to
for
me."
General Tomás de Zumalacárregui
to Sweet Frog, Courtney Vogel in English.
help
out
the
Town
of Farmville in any way. "We
Ross said, "Really in terms of the
Photography and more.
The first meal judged was by the during the siege of Bilbao. The dish
respect
the
community,"
he said.
taste,
you
had
me
at
gruyère."
Tickets for the event were $10 for German team with rahmgulasch und often includes green and red peppers,
For
students
who
may
be interested in learning
After
die
judging
process
was
students and $15 for faculty and staff. kartoffeln, presented by MOLA Club eggplant, tomatoes, chorizo and peas
more
about
ROTC
and
the
opportunities therein,
completed,
the
team
that
won
the
Iron
All proceeds from ticket sales and President Ellery Ruther and MOLA to make it more flavorful and colorful.
Brengelman
suggested
students
attend physical
Chef
Competition
was
the
German
Sopa
de
calabaza,
or
gourd
soup,
is
a
the silent auction went to Doctors Treasurer Cristina Jones.
training,
or
PT,
on
Mondays,
Tuesdays and
team
with
their
dish,
rahmgulasch
butternut
squash
soup
that
originated
Rahmgulasch is a German-style
Without Borders, an international
Thursdays
at
6
a.m.
and
drop
by
the Longwood
und
kartoffeln.
during
the
celebration
of
Haiti's
humanitarian
organization
that dish of gulasch, a hearty beef stew
ROTC
office.
The
ROTC
office
is
located in Iler
Edwards said, "Language professors
provides assistance to those who may that originated from Hungary and is independence in 1804.
Hall,
Room
102,
and
is
open
from
9
a.m. to 5 p.m.
When judging the dish, Connelly like to think that our students leave
be threatened by "armed conflict, popular in Germany and Hungary.
Monday
to
Friday.
The
ROTC
office
is closed on
epidemics, malnutrition, exclusion The German-style cooking of the said, "I enjoyed it a lot and especially Longwood and live out their days
Wednesdays.
from health care or natural disasters" dish includes beef with a variety or the soup. I think I could get a real with pleasant memories of subjunctive
Brengelman suggested to students to "just come
verb conjugations, but the truth is I
in over 60 countries, as stated on the vegetables and is often served with liking to that"
try
it out. Talk to people. Go to the ROTC office
potatoes.
She joked, "So, I think you might know that today they learned some
Doctors Without Borders website.
too,
and to keep an open mind. Be flexible. The
very practical skills that they will
Connelly said, "Ifs tough going have to slip me the recipe to that."
Faculty Advisor of the Modern
military
is all about bring flexible."
Brock-Servais commented, "I take with them. They will cook for
Languages d u b and Lecturer in first, and so you guys are setting the
He
added,
"Keep an open mind and ask questions
French Heather Edwards said, bar, and I think the other ones have a thought it was neat that you chose themselves, for friends. They'll cook
because
you're
going to learn a lot doing ROTC
"MOLA is a place where German, bit of a challenge here. This is a pretty one sort of traditional Spanish dish for their families, and in that way the
stuff.
You're
going
to experience new things."
and one from Latin America ... So, I love that they have for the cultures
French and Spanish majors unite to high bar. This is good."
Relating to her experience in thought that was kind of neat and they have studied just becomes a part
raise money for Doctors Without
"" This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer and
of their lives."
Rothenburg,
a city she described thoughtful."
Borders."
does not represent the views of The Rotunda or Longwood
"I too thought you did an exceptional
The three dishes presented for the as being "as medieval as a modern
University.

Celebrating Culture, Food and Languages:

MOLA Hosts Fourth Annual International Dinner and Iron Chef Competition
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2012 Presidential Election Sparks Riot at Hampden-Sydney
CONTINUED FROM P G . 1

the riot lasted about 45 minutes. H-SC President
Dr. Chris Howard, the college's first AfricanAmerican president and Dean of Students
Dr. David Klein, PhD, went to the scene after
students broke up the riot to question anyone
with knowledge of the occurrence.
On Nov. 7, Howard held a town hall meeting
with approximately 300 H-SC students, faculty
and staff in attendance to address what the
college called a "harmful, senseless episode."
Theriotat the college of 1,106 men have garnered
national media attention from publications such
as The Washington Post, USA Today and The
Huffington Post.
At'roughly the same time H-SC students were
approaching the MSU, students at the University
of Mississippi started a similar riot involving
about 400 students, reported multiple news
outlets.
H-SC junior Davonti Bradley is an AfricanAmerican and open Obama supporter who
felt threatened by die riot. Bradley said he
initially stayed in his dorm room because of die
commotion he heard outside.
MSU member Kiel Powell and President's
Leadership Council member James "Bluefield"
Lilly also openly support Obama. They too felt
threatened and temporarily left campus.
When they first stepped outside after Obama's
re-election, they said they heard what they,
originally thought were gunshots. The sounds
they and Bradley heard turned out to be

fireworks.
Powell and Lilly said they then moved Powell's
car to another location because of die pro-Obama
stickers prominently displayed on his vehicle.
They decided to visit die MSU house next to
celebrate Obama's win; the radal slurs began
soon after.
According to Powell, as he and Lilly — who are
both white — approached die house, one student
said, "Yeah! Finally! Somebody is going to take it
to those n
! Go kick their asses!"
When Powell told the student he was not going
to harm the MSU house residents, he said die
student started spewing hateful speech toward
him.
Powell and Lilly said they entered the house
and spoke with the MSU students about the
election. Lilly had to leave shortly after and upon
entering his dorm, he heard shouting outside. He
left his dorm once again and saw a student who
looked "pretty drunk" shooting fireworks at the
ground."There was a lot of alcohol involved that night,"
Powell added.
David Coe, the African-American president
of MSU, came to the scene after one of his
housemates called and told him what was going
on. Shortly before he walked into the MSU house,
one student in a group of several others directly
addressed him and said, "F— you." Coe said
he was shocked and simply replied, "What?" to
which the student responded, "Nothin' man, just
f— you n
."
Coe retreated and went inside the MSU house,

where six of his housemates told him they had
recendy heard shouting and glass shattering and
hitting the house. He called to notify campus
police of the situation before he and the others
went outside to address the situation.
At that point, Coe said there was glass being
thrown and fireworks going off all around him.
He said those involved included individuals
from several fraternities on campus. "I told them,
'I don't care who won the election, but you're not
going to threaten us or try to harm us, and you're
not going to disrespect us.'"
Coe then turned to the student who directed the
racial epithet toward him and said, "Don't you
ever say anything like that ever again to me in
your life."
The students who gathered in front of MSU
house expected a violent confrontation with the
MSU members instead of the peaceful way they
reacted, Coe said. "It didn't get the reaction that
they wanted, and -I think that made that group
disband."
Coe said the irony of the situation was that
two of the 10 MSU residents are white and'
some housemates had even voted for former
Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney.
He made it clear that these students supported
Romney "off his policies, not off his race." He
said the rioting students outside were "racially
infuriated."
As for the riots themselves, Bradley said he was
not surprised the event occurred. ''We were all
expecting something negative," said Bradley. "I
actually thought it was going to be worse."

Powell said only a small group on campus
harbors hatred for minorities. He said the group
that participated in the riots does not represent
the views of the college.
"This isn't what Hampden-Sydney is," he said,
"And we're trying to change the small group that
did this. Most of us on campus believe in equality
n.

"I think it was a small portion of the crowd that
was actually doing the majority of this stuff,"
Lilly added. He said the majority of the people
he knows on campus are accepting of all races.
As a member of the President's Leadership
Council, Lilly said the "leaders of the college are
doing a lot of work with [the incident]."
According to Coe, who has attended about eight
meetings and taken part in several interviews
since the event occurred, "I heard the plan of
action is to find all those responsible who were'at
the gathering and punish each one accordingly."
He said Howard has been very active in reacting
to the incident.
It is important to Coe that people remember the
incident. "I just want to make sure it doesn't just
get swept under the rug," he said. "That for four
years if s not just the hot topic."
Coe said the riots could have been avoidable.
"I just want people to understand that there's no
place for this no matter where you are. It's 2012,
not 1812."

Third Annual Grand Illumination of the Giving Tree Held in Ruffner
a stanza and that the stanza referred
to the rotunda. It spoke of how the
rotunda was our home and how the
that spring will arise."
Jordan further commented, "The symbols are all magical. It spoke of
rotunda, in many ways, as [Interim] how the spirit at Longwood would
President Connelly said, is the heart remain forever.
Jordan then introduced Member
and soul of our community followers."
He told the audience about how he of the Longwood Diversity Council
was taken captive when he first stood and Catholic Campus Minister for
Longwood University and Hampdenin the rotunda.
Jordan further stated, "All these Sydney College Bob Zupanek.
symbols come together this evening: Zupanek commented about how "we
the tree, the candles, the poinsettias, truly are a diverse nation."
Zupanek talked about all the different
the holly and the spirit."
He spoke of how the tide page in religions our nation has and all their
the yearbook for nearly 20 years was different celebrations and traditions.

CONTINUED FROM PG. 1

He talked about how one finds peace
and stated, "It is so important that
in our world we come to know and
respect each other for our differences
as well as our commonalities. It is in
understanding each other we will find
peace."
Then Zupanek spoke about the
age-old traditions like accepting
and receiving gifts and hanging the
misdetoe. He mentioned how light
is a key element for many of these
traditions.
Moreover, Zupanek said, "The most
important light is the one burning
inside of all of us."

Zupanek ended his speech by saying,
"This room is a little warmer because
each of us have been here. When you
leave tonight, take your light and
warmth and share it with everyone
you meet, so we can make this a better
world for yourselves and each other."
Connelly came back up to the
microphone again and encouraged
everyone to go and check out
Longwood's Giving Tree Program.
Connelly stated, "A small gesture can
really make a huge difference in the
lives of people and a community."
On the giving tree, cards are hung on
the branches to give information on the
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The most important light is the
one burning inside of all of us. "
Giving Tree Program. Each is personal
and contains information, such as
age, gender and gift preferences for a
specific child.
The giving tree is to bring smiles to
children's faces who may not be as
fortunate as others during the holiday
season.
Connelly ended by wishing everyone
"a very special holiday."

Hutting: The social offerings of Longwood's Smoke Huts
Stephen Hudson
Contributor
Go out on almost any night here on Longwood's
campus and you may stumble upon groups sitting around in a wooden gazebo, laughing, sharing
stories, arguing or just talking, all through a hazy
cloud of smoke. These small gatherings are not any
type of organized club or organization; they normally aren't even planned. People just show up, sit
down, light up and wait to see who shows.
Longwood University's student handbook lays
out the non-smoking policy on page 92. The policy
says that smoking is prohibited on any university
owned property, except in the designated areas.
There are 13 designated areas spread across the
campus. Commonly called "smoke huts" by students, these serve as a place for much more than
just having a cigarette.
"If s a weird kind of littie f
up family," said
James, aregularvisitor of the smoke hut in front of
Curry. "All of my friends, except for the ones I met
in class, I met here."
The smoke huts are a physical place that allows
for people to gather, meet, talk and become friends.
The culture that exists there is much more than
just the gazebo and benches, it is in the people that
gather there.
Garry Hardy, a Longwood police officer of four
years who says he interacts very regularly with the
students said, "If s a place to go and learn about
other folks, other students, different cultures; they
go out there and talk about politics. They talk about
their favorite professors, they talk about ones that
are not their favorites. They talk about a lot of stuff
out there."
"I've gotten a lot of good advice from people in
the hut," said Alex one evening at the Cunninghams smoke hut.
No topic is off limits for those who come to the
hut. From classes to partying and religion to sex,
the members of the group do not hold back. They
look at the hut as a place where conversation is
meant to happen, and if differences are had, they
see it as part of being there and learning.
"You leam more about people in general," said
Chad who sits at the Cunninghams smoke hut.
Brent, who was also at the Cunninghams hut,
said, "If s more of a social place. If s more about being here and hearing people's stories and getting to
know a group of people that you know won't judge
you for the simple fact that you smoke."
Another common topic between many of the different hut goers was the differences between huts.
Within the subculture of smokers who go to huts on

campus, they have differences between themselves
based on what hut you sit at. Most of the remarks
heard were friendly in nature, but still hinted at the
fact that people who go to one specific hut normally do not go to a different one.
James from Curry said, "I know people who live
in the Cunninghams, and you can't obviously generalize die whole group by who's in the hut, but it
is definitely a different group of people."
Many of die people who sat at the huts were freshmen here at Longwood. They all said generally the
same thing: that the hut has been a place where
they feel like they can come to meet new people
and become part of Longwood.
"Some people come there because it gives them a
way just to get out the room and go out there and
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When you are all doing the same
thing all you can do Is talk."
sit under there and talk," said Hardy.
"If s people that have a least one thing in common," said Brent at the Cunninghams hut.
In the sameregard,James from Curry said, "If s a
great social thing. When you are all doing the same
thing all you can do is talk."
It is not just students that sit at the huts; there
are faculty, staff and others that come to the huts as
well. There were stories of die pizza delivery guy
stopping by to swap stories after delivering a pizza, or a staff member on break stopping to smoke
and joining in die conversations of the regulars.
"I think you have a variety of groups of people
that attend those smoke huts. Of course you are going to always have your good group who actually
come out there to congregate, talk about classes,
talk about things they do in their free time and
smoke. Thaf s generally the purpose for i f said
Hardy.
Members of the hut culture are welcoming,
smoker or not. They genuinely enjoy sitting and
talking to people, that is why they come to these
wooden gazebos. The conversation that happens is
how they learn about others, themselves and Longwood. Subculture is the basis for the larger culture,
and Longwood has a very diverse subculture at its
base, the smoke huts just being one of them.
Sam, from behind his cigarette in the Curry hut
said, "If s good, I mean obviously smoking is not
good for you, but the people you meet out here are
good."

Photo By:Asst Photo Edto) Mike Kn0
The numerous smoke huts on Longwood's campus serve as social areas for some of the students on campus.

Dr. Kenneth Perkins: An Educator at Heart, An Iceberg Presence
MICHELLE GOLDCHAIN

Features Editor
Dr. Kenneth Perkins, provost
and vice president of Academic
Affairs, may be one of the most
highly regarded administrators
at Longwood University, and for
good reason, but while his work
may often be behind the open
doors of an office, his heart continues to lie in the classroom.
"There's something about
walking into the classroom and
having the honor of the students'
presence there, and you know
that you've got something to
share with them, and to know
that you are going to be a part
of their education forever and
ever," said Perkins.
He added, "That spark that
happens in the classroom ...
that's whaf s special about Longwood."
"The classroom is sacred space
at Longwood," said Perkins.
Perkins was born in Cochran,
Ga., earned an associate degree
from Middle Georgia College, a
bachelor's and master's degree
from Valdosta State College and
earned a doctorate of philosophy from Virginia Polytechnic
Institute in sociology, as reported
from the Longwood website.
After working for a year at Radford University on a temporary
job, Perkins looked at Longwood
during its days as Longwood
College to fill a potential job offer.
Perkins met his wife Marie
Hoge-Perkins, who currently
works as a social worker for
Prince Edward County and is a
native Virginian, at Virginia Polytechnic Institute. Perkins became
familiar with Longwood College
through her grandmother, who
was a Longwood alumna.
When first arriving at the
school, Perkins said, "I suffered
from the same thing then that a
lot of people still suffer from ... I
thought Longwood was a private

school."
"Of course, i f s never been private, and ifs never had a religious affiliation," added Perkins.
Perkins first became interested
in sociology during his years in
undergrad and accredits his passion for the field to "some fantastic faculty members." He stated
that he began as a criminal justice major before switching to the
field of sociology.
Research in sociology particularly interested Perkins. He said,
"For some reason, I was interested in the study of occupations.
I was always interested in how
people fit into jobs. Sometimes,
people don't fit well, and sometimes they do."
For his dissertation, Perkins
studied the occupation of volunteer fire fighters, and he was
particularly interested in the camaraderie therein.
Since his voting into the fire department, Perkins has worked as
a volunteer fire fighter for over
25 years.
Perkins cited his family as being
big role models and influences in
his life, particularly his parents
and grandmother.
Perkins stated that his family
was always very encouraging for
him to get an education. Stating
that his parents never attended
a collegiate institution, he said,
"They knew the importance of
it."
When asked what was taught
to him about the importance of
education, Perkins said, "Ifs enduring. I f s not a perishable commodity. I f s something that you
carry with you, certainly the degrees that you have all your life.
And it is almost like a fountain of
curiosity."
"An educated person is always
going to be a curious person,"
said Perkins.
Perkins described his profession at Longwood as "like an
iceberg," saying that much of his
duties are "behind-the-scenes

work" and confidential.
Prior to his work in administration, Perkins chaired the Sociology Department at Longwood
University for five years. Perkins
also worked as Interim Chair
of the Psychology Department
for one year. In 2007, Perkins
worked as Executive Assistant to
the President for Student Success
for three years before being appointed as Interim Vice President
for Academic Affairs in 2010. Perkins was appointed as Provost
and Vice President for Academic
Affairs earlier this year in June.
In 1999, Perkins received the
Maria Bristow Starke Award for
Faculty Excellence, and then in
2004, he received the Fuqua Excellence in Teaching Award.
From 2003 to 2006, Perkins directed the university's reaffirmation for accreditation from the
Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools.
Perkins said, "My duties were
to come up with ideas, and that
is not easy for me, but I certainly
had a good team of people. The
group thought up the idea of having the Parents Council and Rock
the Block and to transform what
was the Career Center to what is
[now] the Academic Career and
Advising Center aimed at all of
our undeclared students."
When appointed as Executive
Assistant to the President for Student Success, Perkins said that
the Longwood president at the
time, President Patricia Cormier,
had created the position for him
to address the retention rate of
the school.
Eventually, Perkins managed
die Office of Admissions, the
Office of First Year Experience
and Family Programs and the
Academic and Career Advising
Center, or the Learning Center as
it was known at the time when it
came under his wing.
Perkins described his job as
"just sort of trying to keep the
trains running on time," further

stating, "I really see my job as
helping to keep the faculty as unfettered as possible from the bureaucratic stuff that comes along
with it."
He said, "I'm trying so that
they're free to do what they're
trained and what they love to
do, which is teach. Teaching is of
paramount importance and every faculty member we hire, they
have to understand that."
As an administrator, Perkins assisted President Cormier before
her retirement in 2010, President
Patrick Finnegan before his leave
of absence due to health reasons
and he now assists Interim President Marge Connelly.
Perkins said, "They all have
had different styles. Just getting
to know them and understanding what their expectations are,
i f s not insurmountable."
He further stated, "I've enjoyed it all. I've enjoyed all three
of them. The challenges of this
particular office is the personnel
stuff comes with it and the challenges of the budget. We don't
have a limitless supply of money.
We have far more needs than we
have the capacity to address. So,
at some point a sorting process
has. to occur, and I'm sort of part
of the sorting process."
Dean of the College of Business
and Economics Dr. Paul Barrett
shared his thoughts on the influence Perkins has had on the campus as well as its faculty.
"He's been a mentor to me personally," said Barrett, later adding, "You could say that several
faculty members, including the
dean of the business school, refer
to Dr. Perkins as a mentor."
"A lot of what goes on in Longwood thafs positive is for the
students. So, one of the things
that Ken gets all of us doing is no
matter what question we think
we're answering, there's a link
back to the mission, which is basically serve the students, and he
finds different ways to rrtake that

connection and he makes sure
that everybody who works together understands that mission,
but does it with nuances," said
Barrett.
Assessing how Longwood has
progressed, Perkins said, "I've
never felt better about Longwood. I think we're on the cusp
of moving up in the profile of
the state universities of Virginia.
I think we all are moving forward."
He added, "I see more students
that seem to really want to be
here. You see students wearing
Longwood logo all the time, and
years ago, you didn't see that."
"I feel like I speak for a lot of
people who have a lot of pride in
the university," said Perkins.
For the future of Longwood,
Perkins predicts the student pop-

ulation of the campus to eventually grow to 6,000, the Nursing
program will become "a real
draw" for the campus and the
ratio between off-campus and
on-campus students will change
significantly over time.
While he predicts the student
population to increase significantly, Perkins said, "I don't think
we're going to change about providing that high-quality student
to faculty interaction. I don't ever
see that in our future. If we're not
the perfect size for the kind of experience our students need, the
students of the Commonwealth,
we're darn near close to it."
For the future of Perkins, himself, he said that he hopes to return to teaching sociology by
the time his term ends "if they'll
have me," he said.

Before an administrator, Dr. Kenneth Perkins taught Sociology at Longwood.

Alpha Phi Omega hosts Epilepsy Awareness Walk
epilepsy to marry or become parents out of fear that they would pass
their epilepsy to their children. Some states even permitted the sterilAsst. Features Editor
ization of those with epilepsy.
"I think the biggest thing is our age, our generation doesn't underOn Saturday, Nov. 10, Alpha Phi Omega (APO) hosted an Epilepsy
Awareness walk. Epilepsy affects over two million people in the Unit- stand how prevalent epilepsy is" said Heather Monger, a brother of
ed States, and 150,000 new cases are discovered each year. Epilepsy APO and a speaker at the event. "Raising awareness in our generahas afflicted humans since the dawn of time, and it is a group of dis- tion is what needs [to happen]. The older folks, I think they underorders that occur as a result of seizures that temporarily impair brain stand it longer. They hear about it more, but we're the generation that
function. Registration for the event took place behind Lancaster at can step up and do stuff. We're the ones that can pass legislation and
10:30 a.m., and the actual walk occurred around 11 a.m. People could do more research to really get awareness out there because epilepsy
register at a booth adorned with purple, white and silver balloons. is one of the least common understood neurological disorders. We
Those participating in the event were to walk around the campus and can do something in our generation, so doing something on college
through Brock Commons. Some walked with their dogs, others with campuses with our generation of students and in the community as
a whole, it raises awareness, which can inevitably change everything
strollers.
because
people here I know - tons of people here know people here
"[The event has] been a lot of work. We started as soon as we got
bade to school. So, i f s
been a work-in-progress
since August, getting everything together, and
we've been doing a lot of
advertising, trying to get
people to come out, a lot
of fundraisers, trying to
make money to be able
to buy everything that
we needed for our event
today," said Hannah
Brown, chair of APO.
"Our main goal for today is to raise awareness
about epilepsy," said
Brown. "Our [kind of)
secondary goal to that
is raising money for our
philanthropy, which is
the Epilepsy Foundation
of Virginia ... the main
goal was just trying to
give them more information about epilepsy. A
lot of people are not educated on what epilepsy
actually is and what
people with epilepsy
can and can't do. So we
were trying to give them
facts and also to dispel
some of the myths of
epilepsy."
Epilepsy has different
symptoms for different people and is much
more common than previously thought. In the
20th century, some US
states had passed laws
prohibiting those with
MONICA NEWELL
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with epilepsy, but they don't understand it. So, raising awareness and
understanding of it is everything, and starting with our generation
in college campuses, and everything ifs the best way to go about it."
In 30 percent of cases, the cause of epilepsy is determined, leaving the other 70 percent unanswered. This is referred to as idiopathic
epilepsy. Epilepsy can be caused by head trauma, infection, brain tumors, strokes, poisoning and maternal injury which affects the developing brain of the fetus during pregnancy. Epilepsy primarily affects
children and young adults; in fact 50 percent of cases develop before
the age of 25. Most cases of epilepsy are treated by a combination of
three things: an anti-convulsive medication, surgery and diet.
'Interview conducted by Michelle Goldchain, Features Editor of
The Rotunda
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AHE BACK!
You Asked for It! You Got It!

Mozzarella Sticks NOW available at Bene in Lancer Café

Use your BONUS DOLLARS to enjoy
Pizza Combos, Calzone, Boneless Chicken Wings,
Mozzarella Sticks & much more at Bene in the Cafe
Bonus Dollars, Lancer Ca$h, Cash, & Credit Accepted

Text LANCERS to 65374 for Exclusive Dining Deals i
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Theatre Presents '25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee'
move on to the next round. Some of the
characters wrote the -words on their arms,
others spelled them out into their hands,
Life is pandemonium at "The 25th Annual but the favorite of all had to be the tactic
Putnam County Spelling Bee"! On Thursday, of speller William Barfee, played by Tyler
Nov. 8, 2012 Longwood University opened Nobles. He would use his "magic foot" to
their newest production to the Longwood spell out words on the floor before reciting
and Farmville community, "The 25th them perfectly each time.
The set of the show resembled a high school
Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee." The
play follows six students during the spelling auditorium. Participants of the spelling bee
bee, their tactics to win and some of their sat on risers on the stage and came forward,
closer to the audience, to recite the letters to
unfortunate tribulations.
The music and lyrics of the play were each word. The set was minimal and allowed
originally by William Finn, the book for more focus to be on the actors during the
was written by Rachel Sheinkin and was performance. The lighting also contributed
conceived by Rebecca Feldman. Here at to the atmosphere of the show by adding
Longwood, that play was directed by to the personality of the characters and
Associate Professor of Theatre Pamela Arkin. showing the passing of time.
This musical also allows for audience
The show is intended for mature audiences
and is an absolute riot. Each member of the participation. While waiting for the doors
spelling bee had their own individual quirks to open to the show, any members of the
that helped them visualize each word and audience waiting to go inside are invited
HOLLY HACKWORTH

Business Manager

to sign up and participate in the spelling
bee, themselves. Once the play started
those selected to participate in the bee are
called up onto the stage to join the rest of
the spellers. Audience participants have no
idea what words they're going to get, and it
makes watching the performance even more
interesting and fun.
The songs and dance numbers totally make
the show. Each character has a solo song,
and there are also group performances. If s
hard to focus on one person because every
actor plays their part so well.
The play will run Nov. 15-18, the doors
opening at 7 p.m., except on Sunday they
will open at 3 p.m. Tickets can be purchased
at the box office prior to or on the day of the
show. Tickets can also be purchased online
to be printed at home or in the box office.
Doors open 30 minutes prior to the show
starting and will close promptly at the start
of the show.

Brush Strokes
IAN SIMMONS

Contributor

The Pictures flood in
As the crescendo builds.
I flail like a madman
Keeping time
Like a human metronome.
The pictures are
What consume me.
Vast fields of color,
Flowers painting a valley
With staccato blues.
Green harmonies,
And red dissonance.
A brook burbles by
As the trombone slips in.
Birds cry from the trees
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As the violins wail.
A whispering wind
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From the clarinets calls.
This is what I live for;

t

Both the sound and
The fury of music's

i

Immense measure
And all of it
Dependent upon
The pendulum-like
Photo By: ChfMan Tiytor
Longwood Theatre presents T h e 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee", a W-l-T-T-Y musical for all ages that is full of music, fun and pandemonium.

Sway of these
Two hands.

'Once Upon a Time'; Who's Afraidrof the Big Bad Wolf?
jy

Megan Wade
Copy Editor
This week's episode, "Child of the
Moon," was one of those episodes
that was focused on developing the
backstory of a secondary character,
rather than any major developments
in plot. Accordingly, I dub this a filler
episode.
This week we were firmly footed in
Storybrooke, only seeing The Enchanted
Forest through flashbacks and a little
one-minute coda at the end of the
episode. Now, I've got nothing
against the Storybrooke narrative
this season, but most of the
exciting,
plot-driving
action
happens in episodes where we're
following the fearsome foursome
in The Enchanted Forest. Unless
they're focusing on Regina, the
Storybrooke episodes just tend to
be ones where you can chill, be a
little less invested and hold out
until the next episode.
That being said, the dwarves
finally struck gold! Or rather,
fairydust. Things are finally
looking up in town now that they
have the necessary material to try
and get Emma and Snow back;
yeah, thaf s not going to last long.
I have to say, is it a requirement
that every girl in town have a
lousy love life? Emma, Belle,
Regina and now Ruby's chance of
some romance post-ripping-herlast-love-into-pieces seems to go
pear-shaped when it appears that
her wolfy-problem has carried
over into Storybrooke.
We got some more background
on Ruby's fairytale alter-ego
Red, and it really felt to me like
a combination of an after-school
special on learning to accept who
you are and a long-lost parent
episode of "Maury."
More family reunions! Red finds
out her mother wasn't killed by
hunters but is instead the leader
of an underground, wolf pack.
This brought up an issue that, to
my great disappointment, was not
followed through (at least, not in
this episode): Granny lied to Red
about the death of her parents.
Why? Did she think Red's mother
would be a bad influence? Did she
actually lie like Red's mom Anita

said she did, or did Granny legitimately
believe Red's parents had died? I think
it would have added another layer of
nuance to the episode if there had been
more focus on Red's turmoil over the
possible deceit of Granny, or even a
confrontation scene between the two.
But maybe thafs coming in a future
episode?
Because of assumedly murdering
poor, sweet Billy the mechanic /Gus
the mouse. Ruby is having full-on selfrecriminating guilt, the kind that makes
people do really stupid, self-sacrificing

things, like hand themselves over to an
angry mob led by Prince Charming/
David's adopted psycho-daddy, King
George /Spencer. Of course, David's on
hand to save the day by revealing that
Spencer killed Billy via ax (Come on,
can no one tell the difference between
someone being brutally attacked and
ripped in half by a wolf and someone
being neatly chopped in half by an ax?)
and talking wolf-Ruby into accepting
the wolfy part of her so she can control it
and not the other way around.
Of course, despite being surrounded

by a crossbow wielding granny and a
giant angry mob, Spencer manages to
get away. How is that even possible? Do
angry mob people not know how to do
anything useful? Is their sole purpose
just to sit at home until the need for a
bunch of torch-and-pitchfork wielding
townies arises?
And they might have fairydust but
Spencer has reduced Jefferson's hat to
ashes. Initiate Plan B for getting the girls
home.
In the only bit of the episode to relate
to the larger plot, Regina calls in Gold

to help Henry and explain why he (and'
Aurora) are having the same, terrifying
dream of the fiery room. Apparently, the
souls of sleeping spell victims are sent
to a Netherworld, and sometimes they
can revisit this world after the spell has
been broken. By this logic, shouldn't
Snow be having these problems too? I
mean, Henry was under the exact same
spell as her. Is this a minor snafu in plot
continuity or is there something extraspecial about Henry and Aurora?
"Once Upon a Time" returns in two
weeks with—get ready for it—zombies.

STUDENT VALUE MENU!
All items specially priced for students...
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434 392 3000
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'Skyfall' Takes James Bond into a Brave New World
KEVIN GREEN

Staff Reporter
For 50 years and 23 films, the "James
Bond 007" franchise has operated on a
specific formula to attract moviegoers.
There is always a certain expectation
for gorgeous Bond girls, over-the-top
actions and outrageous gadgets. But
all these things have been successfully
debunked and transformed over the
course of the three most recent films.
"Casino Royale" and "Quantum
of Solace" brought edgy grit and a
moral compass to a stagnate series.
Entering the fray is "Skyfall" — a
solid action filip with a beating heart
that takes Bond and its characters to
new heights.
This latest installment goes off
on a complete tangent from the
Quantum storyline of the previous
installments. Bond (Daniel Craig)
and a spunky MI6 field agent named
Eve (Naomie Harris) are on the hunt
for a thief who stole information on
undercover agents around the world.
The subsequent chase is unsuccessful,
and When Eve attempts to take out
the thief, she hits Bond.
The opening to "Skyfall" is
spectacular. It sets a stage of slight
unpredictability for the rest of the
film. The story then flashes forward
several months to a point where it
appears that British intelligence is
making a few changes. A new head
of intelligence by the name of Gareth
Mallory (Ralph Fiennes) is brought
on-board and begins to question M
(Judi Dench) as to the whereabouts of
the missing information.
At this point where Javier Bardem's
Silva is brought into the fray. Silva
is gunning straight for M and MI6
and his actions force Bond out of
his "death." A slightly aged Bond
and his new, young computer whiz
Quartermaster ("Q", played by Ben
Whishaw) attempt to hunt down
Silva.
The best part about "Skyfall" is
how clearly drawn the characters
are. Every character has a purpose,

G ame

COURTNEY CARROLL

Opinion Editor

Daniel Craig continues the "James Bond" franchise with this new Installment to the popular and action-packed series of Alms.

and there are hardly any "filler"
characters. Eve (Harris) is a character
that would have taken on typical
gender role scene in most Bond girls.
But the biggest revelation here "is M
herself.
Director Sam Mendes ("American
Beauty" and "Road to Perdition")
and screenwriters Neal Purvis, Robert
Wade and John Logan do more with
the character and idea of M than any
previous film. She has clear-cut moral
values on top of a deep care for the
agents she sends into the field. The
result is a fascinating character at the
center of a story that questions the
nature of secret agents.
Most of those questions come from
Bardem's Silva. Silva is a groundbreaking villain for the "Bond" series
in many ways. The way he talks
and his motives make him unique.
It would be a stretch to call Sliva a
sympathetic villain, but he is also far
from one-dimensional.
Bond himself is in top form here

thanks to Craig giving his best
performance as Bond to date. In
this film, 007 is vulnerable, given a
number of years in the service, but
he is also wise and suave. Audiences
who felt Craig channeled too much
of Bourne in previous films will be
delighted.
Having characters developed and
written In such fascinating ways
allows the filmmakers to take some
calculated risks. For instance, the
middle portion of the film takes a
turn near the last third and becomes
something unexpected. Without
spoiling anything, the climax is a
great example of how Mendes utilizes
tense action with visual and poetic
beauty.
It is a minimalist action sequence
compared to many finales seen today.
Some viewers may be thrown off by
this, but is works beautifully in the
moral context of the story. In fact, each
action sequence after the opening has
a certain amount of beauty in some

way. For instance, a tense and hectic
chase scene is narrated by a powerful
speech from M on the need of agents.
Itis clear thatthe works of Christopher
Nolan have impacted Mendes' work
here. The aforementioned sequence
feels like something that could have
worked in a Nolan-directed Batman
film. At the same time, Mendes is not
ripping off Nolan — "Skyfall" is very
much his own impressive work.
The whole affair is wrapped up
with class and leaves wiggle room
for a future creative team to continue
this brave new MI6. This should
please fans who wanted to see more
done with the characters in the 007
franchise. "Skyfall" is a potent breath
of fresh-air that is just what the
franchise needed after 50 years in the
service.

Rating: 4.5/5

o r n e r ' Release Your Inner Deviant with 'Saints Row 2'

CHELSEA PUTLAND

Staff Copy Editor
And now for something completely
different. The "Saints Row" series
is often referred to as the comical,
over-the-top version of "Grand Theft
Auto." This open-world game was
released in 2008 and is available for
PC, Xbox 360 and PS3. According to
IGN.com, this game is rated M for
blood and gore, intense violence,
sexual content, strong language and
use of drugs.
Story: One of my favorites of all
time. The player is a member of
the Third Street Saints, one of four
major gangs in the island city of
Stilwater. The three other gangs that
the Saints compete with (and end up
decimating) are the Brotherhood, the
Sons of Samedi and the Ronin. The
whole point of the game is to wipe
out the three opposing gangs by
taking over the neighborhoods they
own. Once they are gone, the player
can finally destroy Ultor, the large
corporation which has taken over the
"Saints Row" neighborhood. The plot
does sort of follow the first game, and
there are references to it throughout,
but those who haven't played the first
one can still thoroughly enjoy this
game. Along with the main storyline,
there are a ton of side-quests such
as Drug Trafficking and Insurance
Fraud, and some of these missions
will unlock useful character upgrades
like infinite running ability. Players
can also purchase stores in order to
gain massive amounts of profit from

music may be slightly outdated but
enjoyable nonetheless. There are 11
unlockable radio stations that players
can listen to while in cars, and they
vary from classical music to hip-hop,
so at least one of them is likely to
strike your fancy. If you like a bunch
of songs from different stations and
want them on one station, drive on
over to a music store and buy the
individual tracks to put them on your
custom radio station. In regards to
sound, one of the best parts of this
game is the dialogue. The voice acting
is really well done, and the little blips
of NFC conversations you might hear
Rioto uwmy: raaorlnagamMxoni
while walking by are hilarious and
"Saints Row 2" is a thrilling game for those who enjoyed Its predecessor "Saints Row."
totally worth eavesdropping on.
them, and stealing and collecting game has some problems in this
Replay Value: Medium. This
awesome cars is another fun hobby to area. Moving cars often disappear game is seriously enormous, but the
if you look away and then back at main storyline does not change. One
pickup.
Controls: Fairly straightforward and them. There are also random glitches could spend ages trying to complete
easy to learn. The main ones players regarding dead characters' ragdoll absolutely everything in this game.
have to get used to are running, physics. Dead NPCs sometimes shake The highest percentage I've ever
shooting/hitting and driving. If the violently, especially when caught gotten on this game was around 90
controls are'ever different for a certain in moving cars, but these kinds of percent The majority of your final
mission, the new controls will be incidents are rare. One of the great percentage comes from the main
explained beforehand. Being good at things about this game is the degree story line, though side missions do
driving through the streets of Stilwater of customization players get with not contribute.
at very high speeds is important for only their unnamed main characters,
Finally, would I recommend this
being chased, chasing someone else but the acquired cribs and cars as game? If you think it sounds like
and also while being shot at or having well. Say a player accidentally messes if d be up your alley, sure! However,
to shoot someone. The one thing I'm something up on their character's face I would avoid buying it for PC at all
terrible at in regards to controls is or wants to change their character's costs. The game tends to lag severely
being able to simultaneously drive hair style or eye color there are plastic while driving because most PCs can't
and shoot people not in my direct line surgeons strewn about where one handle loading that large amount of
of sight without running into things can fix mistakes or give die character environment at such high speeds.
or losing sight of the target, which is a complete makeover, including a Seeing as it is four years old, it should
gender change.
required by certain missions.
be pretty cheap at video game stores
Music and Sound: Since this game or online. Have fun!
Graphics: Good, but not spectacular
like "Saints Row: The Third." The was released in 2008, some of die

Romance Ranging from Scotland to Supernatural
JESSICA GODART

Asst. A&E Editor
"Brave"
Pixar and Disney's newest princess,
Merida, is a young Scottish teen
who has been betrothed to a man of
another clan in hopes of her someday
ruling die clans. But the independent
Merida does not want to marry him,
which causes a falling-out between
her mother and herself. On a search
to discover herself and a way around
tradition, Merida will discover more

Fictional
Characters
That Should
Be Real

erything is as it seems. (Blake Lively,
than she bargained for on her journey. (Kelly Macdonald, Julie Walters, Taylor Kitsch, Aaron Taylor-Johnson)
"The Watch"
Billy Connolly, Emma Thompson)
After a murder occurs at his local
"Savages"
work, Evan Trautwig decides it is
Best friends, Ben and Chon, are
marijuana growers who share every- up to him and his friends to find the
killer; they call themselves the Watch.
thing from profit to their girlfriend,
However, the group is not what Evan
O. When the trio receives a threat
from the Mexican cartel, they plan to wanted it to be and is actually just
a way for his friends to drink and
leave and find safety. But when O is
have fun. When the men discover an
kidnapped and taken to horrifying
out-of-this-world suspect they begin
conditions, Ben and Chon try everya fight that will not only reveal the
thing to get her back and make right
with the cartel. But in the end, not ev- truth, but possibly save the world.

(Ben Stiller Vince Vaughn, Jonah Hill
and Richard Ayoade)
"Lost Gill": Season Two
Bo is back in the second season of the
supernatural show with her mortal
sidekick, Kenzi. It's a season for the
romances for die girls as they both
find themselves entrapped in tangled
webs of love. While Bo tries to deal
with die human emotion of love, she
must also work to save her own kind
from destruction. (Anna Silk, Kris
Holden-Ried, Ksenia Solo, Richard
Howland)

It's no secret that I'm an
English major and I love my
novels and the characters
within. I have a relationship
with the characters when I
enter their world, and i f s
utterly heartbreaking when I
have to exit the world at the
end of the novel. This may
sound weird, but sometimes, I
wonder what if d be like to be
friends, best friends with these
A&E
characters. I'd love to enter
their world for a week and learn COLUMN
what ifs like to be on a friendly
level with them.
Atticus Finch from T o Kill a Mockingbird" by
Harper Lee is the epitome of perfection. He's a
great father, a caring man and a great lawyer (if
there is such a thing as a great lawyer). I would
stop at nothing to become friends with Atticus.
We could hang out in Maycomb, Ala. I'd gladly
watch Scout and Jem while he was working each
day. I'd love to enter this world and hang out with
them - and uncover the secrets about Boo Radley
with them.
Lady Brett Ashley from "The Sun Also Rises"
by Ernest Hemingway is a fascinating character.
I am probably the only person in the world who
loves this promiscuous character. She doesn't
care what she does, who she sleeps with or what
people think about her. She is a strong female
character, and we don't get that often in the world
of literature. I'd love to be her friend, to hang out
with her, to watch how she interacts with others
firsthand. I f d truly be a highlight of my life;
I'm sure of it. We would definitely be the best of
friends.
Although I love my novels, I have to say that I
love movies and television shows just as much.
The shows that catch your attention in the very
first episode are amazing to me. I will even go as
far as to admit that I enjoy a nice Lifetime movie
on the weekends. The plots may be all over the
place, but I get sucked in every time I turn that
channel on. Within the world of television and
movies, my heart lies with "Criminal Minds." My,
oh my, how I love those characters.
Derek Morgan, played by Shemar Moore, is
great. Although he's one of the more attractive
characters on television at the moment, that
doesn't hinder his ability to sink deep in my soul in
each episode. I've been watching this show since
it premiered in 2005, and I can't stop watching it
now. No matter how many times I've seen Derek
Morgan fight off the bad guy in each episode, I
can't stop watching him. I'm not asking for much,
just some friendship with someone who I literally
spend a few days a week with.
Dr. Spencer Reid, played by Matthew Gray
Gubler, is the cutest, most dorky character on
television. He's absolutely genius and knows how
to penetrate the deepest depths of my heart and
emotions. I'd gladly hang out with him on a daily
basis; we could be the best of friends. Ideally,
Spencer Reid and Derek Morgan would be real,
and I'd have the best group of friends imaginable.
But really, someone make that happen for me.
I've always had a vivid imagination. Although
that could hurt some, it helps me with everything.
I dream of characters at night. Seeing these great
characters in movies, on television or in novels
makes me so happy I learn from them as much
as I learn from the real people that come in and
out of my life. These people are all real to me fictional or nonfictional. I cannot imagine not
having the imagination that I do. I would have die
most boring life.
Helen Harris from "Raising Helen," played by
Kate Hudson, is wonderful. She has the perfect
job as an agent for a modeling agency. Thaf s such
a glamorous job, and you get to meet so many
different types of people. I'd love to know her,
especially since she makes the hard derision to
raise her deceased sister's children. How strong
is that? So strong. She's a great character and
honesdy, we could learn a lot from her. She knows
who she is, who she wants to be and doesn't
let anything stand in the way of achieving her
dreams.
I'd love for these characters to be real, plus
countless others. We could hang out in coffee
shops, smoke cigarettes, drink wine, read books,
watch television and movies, go out to dinner,
take long walks on the beach or anything else
we wanted. We would never fight or argue or
anything else. Sometimes I wish my friends were
die ones I grow to love in television and books
because, although they have flaws, they are
seemingly perfect.
*** This editorial is an opinion stated by the writer and
does not represent the views of The Rotunda or Longwood
University.
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Citizen Leadership: Figuring It All Out One Step at a Time
SEMEIN WASHINGTON

Asst. Opinion Editor
A friend of mine — an activist
in the making — once asked,
"What is a citizen leader?" I
could give him a pastiche: a
do-gooder, someone involved
in everything, an idealist who
sometimes has power thrust
upon them (and sometimes
thrusts themselves upon power).
They're the people you notice,
the go-to-guys (and more often
girls) at a service project, the
microphone hogs.
What I couldn't give him, and
much to his point, was a clear,
school mandated definition. Is

there a definition for a "citizen
leader?" Why is that important?
So much of each school's allure,
its brand and mandatory bits of
its teaching model deals with
making students into citizen
leaders who will represent the
school long after they're gone.
Now, my sense of a citizen
leader is probably the correct
one: a person who is not afraid
to carry the flag when the
flag-bearer is unavailable. The
university gives numerous
opportunities to volunteer in
the area, and plenty of student
organizations have built-in
service requirements. Plus,
the whole phrase rings with a

healthy balance between team
player and self-sufficient — just
what the modem employer
wants.
However, the expectation of
being a citizen leader needs to be
more than just hinted at. It needs
to be more than an option, more
than something done by certain
types of students or a proposal
written for a single class. It
might also be a more effective
brand if the characteristics of the
ideal Longwood student were
enumerated.
However, it seems that "citizen
leader" is the liberal arts idea
of a well-rounded person, this
time decked out in the emperor's

new, shiny clothes. It*s how a
wide range of choices in what
you study and what you do
can turn students into the
Enlightenment idea of a wellthinking individual. This might
also be the reason why what you
need in order to be a patented
Longwood citizen leader is not
written out. Really, all the choice
lies with the student toted in to
become a citizen leader. Here's
the box of Legos, kids. Now,
build the world!
When I asked my roommate
about the issue, his premise was
simple: The school doesn't do
very much to make students
aware of their choice to be

citizen leaders, but they really
can't do very much to begin
with. Longwood is, first and
foremost, a university and, in his
mind, the leadership aspect is
best cultivated after the degree,
during a period when students
are not shuffling back and forth
between classes on the shirttails
of their professors.
Perhaps the student is too
occupied with coming to know
to bother, at least as much as we
would like, instead of coming
to do. The institution is even
more occupied with laying their
class work in front of them. So
much so, that they can't integrate
volunteer roles more fully into

the average students' lives.
So, it comes down to two
solutions: either the process of
citizen leadership should only
be introduced in college and
primarily be a post-graduate's
ballgame or the school needs to
develop, to graft in, volunteering
and involvement as student
objectives. To be fair, since the
brand is not much older at
Longwood University than the
memory of the longest-winded
student, it is probably still
undeveloped. If this is so, only
time will tell and the ideal may
float from being what sounds
good to what operates well.

Repairing the Lack of Constitutional Knowledge of High School & College Students

iölö By: visionaryartistrymag com j
COURTNEY CARROLL

Opinion Editor
High school and college students
know a lot about pop culture: the
coolest bands, the best actors, facts
about sports, but they do not know
what the Constitution says their rights
are, and they do not retain facts about
the history of the Constitution either. In
several studies over the past 10 years,
less than 50 percent of high school
students answered questions about
the Constitution correctly. This was
shocking to read because the students
in question are still in school and taking
government and history classes.
Typically, students do not retain
information that is not pertinent to
their lives outside of the classroom.
They feel like the Constitution is a
document that doesn't have any bearing
on their day to day lives. The younger
generation — primarily high school and
college students — needs to realize that
information about the Constitution itself
— not necessarily the history behind
it — and the rights it gives to them,
as well as its amendments are, in fact,
pertinent to their lives.
A survey given to American teenagers
across the United States in 1998 asked

questions involving knowledge of the
Constitution versus knowledge of Pop
Culture. Startlingly, these high school
students knew more about Pop Culture
that happened before they were bom
or when they were children than they
knew about Constitutional information
they have been learning off and on
for years in school. According to the
survey, only "9.2 percent of teenagers
knew that Brown v. Board of Education
found that separate but equal treatment
was unconstitutional vs. 87.5 percent
knew that OJ Simpson was found not
guilty of murdering his ex-wife" (ratify.
constitutioncenter.org). This court case
used what is written in the Constitution
to prove that society's actions were
unconstitutional. Seriously? This
ground-breaking Supreme Court case
led to a powerful amendment.
However, "only 21.2 percent of
teenagers knew how many US
Senators there are vs. 81.2 percent
that knew how many brothers were
in the musical group Hanson" (ratify.
constitutioncenter.org). Government
teachers, school board members and
students themselves should be alarmed
at this shocking statistic. The number of
US Senators is one of the main and first
facts learned about the United States

Government in classes. Blame cannot
be placed solely upon the teachers, but
the students too. I seriously believe
that students choose to retain a lot of
information about Pop Culture and
"cool" things rather than bits and pieces
of several different subjects.
The federal government has
consistently taken away American's
Constitutional Rights for decades
without citizens even realizing it. In the
past few years, several federal laws have
been enacted, such as The Patriot Act
and the National Defense Authorization
Act. Each of these take away several
rights including (but not limited to) a
person's right to protection from illegal
search and seizure, right to counsel and
right to a speedy trial. This has become
more and more apparent within the past
10 years, and if s not going away.
The Bill of Rights has been in place
since 1791, but it is quickly being cast
aside by the same government officials
who claim to be looking out for the
greater good of the people. Those being
taken advantage of are the younger
generation — high school and college
students, especially — because they
don't know what the Constitution says
their rights are. There is a dire need for
knowledge improvement within this

generation, and students need to be able
to stand up for their rights when faced
with situations that are stripping them
away.
American citizens have been taken
advantage of for years because typical
citizens place all trust within law
enforcement officers and even law
makers. If a young person's rights
are taken away by these important
individuals, the number of high school
students majoring in criminal justice
will fall. The importance of influencing
this younger generation, who will one
day become our law makers, police
officers or lawyers, is crucial to solving
the problem of the lack of knowledge of
the Constitution and rights.
John Patrick stated in OAH Magazine
of History that rights and "liberties
are at risk among [young] people who
neither know nor value them, because
they are not self enforcing." I believe the
eyes of the younger generation need to
be opened to realize just how little they
know about their own rights and the
Constitution itself.
The Pop Culture poll questions
don't impact students on a day-to-day
basis, but they show that students
are not retaining the facts about the
Constitution and government because

they will never need to know them. The
real problem lies within students not
knowing their rights. There are several
major causes of this problem.
First, teachers do not spend enough
time teaching students about their
,
Constitutional rights. They have to
teach what the school board wants them
to teach, and they are given very little
wiggle room.
Second, teachers never show them
how easily their rights are violated by
government officials. There are more
young adults being wrongfully arrested
and detained because they don't know
that everything a police officer may
say — about probable cause to search a
vehicle or to search the person's body —
is not necessarily constitutional.
Third, students are not retaining
important information. They can spew
as much information about the "Jersey
Shore" idiots, but they can't articulate
how the Constitution affects their lives.
When I read that almost 40 percent
of high school seniors believe that the
Constitution is no longer effective and
think it's time for a new one, I'm pretty
sure my eyes bled. Teens are very
impressionable and need to know what
is going on in the country they live in.

What Year is it? 1960 or 2012?: Ignorance Is Not Bliss, People
after the election was called and the hate
flooded the internet.
I was very disappointed in some of the
As of Tuesday, we have a new
people I call friends because of the type
— well, technically the same —
of hate that was spewing from them. I
president for another four years. As of
don't care what political party you align
Tuesday, my friends list on Facebook
yourself
with, but when your candidate
is significantly smaller. No, I did not
is
not
elected
and you begin screaming
delete people because of who they were
hate
and
racial
slurs about President
or were not voting for; I deleted people
Obama, I have a
problem with that.
I do not now, and
will never, align
myself with either
political party —
frankly because
I think the twoparty system has
thoroughly screwed
this country up.
Drops to:
Props to:
Some would call me
- Sad movies
+ Thanksgiving Break
an independent and
others would say that
- Heartbreak
+ Hunting season
"I have to choose a
+ Graduate school apps. - Chapped lips
side." I have chosen
to vote for the person,
-i- Garage sales
- Procrastination
not the party and I
- Noisy neighbors
Football Sundays
voted for whom I
ANONYMOUS

thought would be a better president and
wouldn't mess with my personal life as
much. I was not necessarily for Obama,
but I definitely wasn't for Romney.
Neither of them were ideal candidates,
but it's who we had to choose from.
So, why exactly were Facebook and
other social media sights flooded with
racial slurs after the election? Ignorance
is not bliss, people. There is no reason
for such hate within our culture. If s
2012; I mean, come on. Get over it. Half
of the people who were posting the
hate online weren't even old enough to
vote or have been voting for years and
should know better.
When I read about the riots at the
University of Mississippi and at
Hampden-Sydney College, I was
shocked. Well, maybe not all the way
shocked. There is racism everywhere,
even today, almost 50 years since
the Civil Rights Movement. What is
seriously going on in the world if we
can't have a president of a different race
without everyone losing their minds
over it?
I know it's probably a long shot before

we will be able to have a president who
can have different skin tone or religion
and everyone be okay with it, but if s
rather pathetic that people cannot act
like adults. What happened to being a
gracious loser instead of a sore loser?
Ha! Like thafll ever happen.
I can't say that I wasn't shocked when
I pulled up my Facebook and Twitter
and saw everyone losing their minds,
but the racial slurs were absolutely
unbelievable and unforgivable.
I don't care what race you are,
threatening someone's life because of
the color of their skin is a load of crap.
Obama is our president — whether
you're a Republican or a Democrat.
Oh, and if you're going to threaten to
move to other countries — like Canada,
England or Australia — because you're
throwing a temper tantrum and being
a brat, then I propose you should be
deported from the United States because
we don't need your negativity hanging
around for four years. Give Obama
time to fix things and take your racism
glasses off for the rest of time.
This is not the first time that a non-

Caucasian will be president; I can pretty
much guarantee that. You'll have to get
over it eventually, so why not now? Stop
turning on each other because someone
didn't get their way. You literally cannot
act like a baby every time you don't
get your way. How do you expect to be
considered an adult if you keep acting
like a child? If s time to put on your big
kid underwear and get over it.
Don't be a sore loser about the election
— and don't be a racist... anytime.
Honestly, the things that were said
about Obama were absolutely untrue
and blatantly made up. Half of the
things said didn't even make sense,
no matter who it was about. Stop
being stupid. Educate yourself and
others about what is going on. Some
may call me a chicken for posting this
anonymously, but I don't care. I know
what I believe, who I voted for, the facts
behind this article and why I wrote
it. You don't have to agree with me,
and I'm sure most of you don't, but I
honestly don't care. It's time to grow up
and start acting like you aren't entitled
to everything you want.

Sudden Life and
LONGWOOD BASKETBALL: NOV. 14-28 Death
ERIC HOBECK

Sports Editor

MEN

WOMEN

Norfolk State (Nov. 15,7:00)
@ Arkansas (Nov. 18,4:00) '
@ No. 15 Creighton (Nov. 20,8:05)
@ Florida A&M (Las Vegas, Nov. 23,2:00)
@ Cornell/Presbyterian (Las Vegas, Nov. 24)
Central Penn (Nov. 28,7:00)

@ North Carolina State (Nov. 15,7:00)
Murray State (Nov. 17,2:00)
@ Coppin State (Nov. 20,6:00)
@ Pittsburgh (Nov. 26,7:00)

Injury Woes Hamper Lancers; Big Road Stretches Ahead
half. We also missed a lot of shots we're going to them as "a great challenge."
However, he added, "I don't have any doubt
make." Notably, Tristan Carey went 4-16 from the
field and 0-6 from behind the arc, while David we'll be ready to go Thursday and be fired up and
The more things change, the more they stay the Robinson was 1-9 from the field and 1-5 from have a great crowd in there. It should be exciting."
three-point land. The team shot nearly 30 percent After tomorrow night's game, the team will begin
same.
If s an oft-used adage that already rings true overall to Marshall's 50.9 percent. A 25-4 run by playing in their second straight Continental Tire
for the Longwood Lancers men's basketball team, Marshall, perhaps the physically largest team that Las Vegas Invitational. First up for the Lancers
which is not even a week into their 2012-13 season. the Lancers will see all year, to start the second is 1994 NCAA champion Arkansas from the
Sophomore forward Frank Holloway, a projected half ended LU's chances of a comeback win to Southeastern Conference on Sunday afternoon,
and then a Tuesday rendezvous against No. 15
starter by many at the start of the season, sat start the year.
out for Friday night's 81-47 loss on the road at
Freshman forward Michael Kessens had a team- Creighton from the Missouri Valley Conference.
Marshall.
high 11 points, followed by redshirt sophomore
After visits to those two campus sites, Longwood
"Frank had a shoulder injury that [happened] forward Jeylani Dublin's 10. Freshman Lucas will travel to Sin City to play Florida A&M from
before the start of the season," said 10th year Woodhouse had a team-high four assists. Dublin the MEAC the day after Thanksgiving at 2 p.m.
EST, and either Cornell from the Ivy League or
head coach Mike Gillian on Monday. "He's been also had eight rebounds on the night.
very diligent with his rehab. He came back once
Up next for Longwood is the season's home Presbyterian from the Big South on Saturday
he was cleared by the doctors and had a couple opener against Norfolk State tomorrow night at 7 afternoon or evening. On Nov. 28, Longwood
good weeks of practice and played very well in p.m. Norfolk State is coming off a season that saw returns home to play Central Penn College.
the scrimmage at American. Last week, he had a them upset No. 2 seed Missouri in the first round Dartmouth, Georgetown, Canisius, Seton Hall
little bit of a setback with that.
of the NCAA tournament. Although the Spartans and Virginia Commonwealth are just some of the
"Right now, it's important for us to be cautious. lost Kyle CQuinn to graduation, Gillian describes teams on Longwood's December slate.
We're never going to put anybody in harm's
G c e e t Jeff Hallidajr
Eric Hobeck
Joscpti SctnimBctxT
way. There's a big difference between
Rotunda Co-Adviaar
Sporti Edim*
AaaL Sporti Editor
hurting ... and an injury. Frank's in that
(Quarta 26-13)
stage right now where we don't want him
(26-15)
(24-17)
to further injure himself."
No. 1 Oregon
Holloway was a highly-touted prospect
g No. 14
coming in after transferring from Garrett
Stanford
College in Maryland this summer. There is
ERIC HOBECK

Sports Editor

no timetable for his return.
In the backcourt, Longwood is suffering
even more from the loss of top-ranked
recruit Nik Brown, the potential starting
point guard at the outset of the year. He
twisted his ankle last Wednesday according
to Gillian, and the diagnosis is an ankle
sprain. Brown, like Holloway, has been
"diligent" in the rehabilitation process, and
is "doing everything [he] can to accelerate
the recovery process," Gillian says. There is
no expected return date for him, either.
Time didn't wait for their recovery to
complete, however, and the Lancers
traveled to Marshall of Conference USA
late Thursday for a Friday night game
against the Thundering Herd. A slow start
did not help the cause against a team that
Gillian firmly believes will make the NCAA
tournament come March.
"If s one of those types of games that you
put on the schedule for a number of different
reasons," he said. "Let me just say it this
way without any further details. We went to
Marshall and played the game; they're not
coming back here and playing against us.
If s not a home-and-home [series].
"We did some really good things ... We
were down 35-20 at halftime and even
with that size and those players at full
strength, they only scored against our
half-court defense three times in the first
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North C a m i t a
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I t ' s a bit of a strange idea
when you think about it.
A team's season ends, or dies,
in the blink of an eye and
another's stays alive.
I've been on both ends of that
- mostly as a fan, and once
as a player. I was a fan a few
weeks ago at the Athletics
Complex when the Women's
Soccer team took on Liberty in
SPORTS
the Big South quarterfinal.
COLUMN
Seeing that I don't have a
car on campus, if s rare that
I go outtotake in a game in that part of town,
because lefs be honest - that's a bit of a hike.
I caught a ride, though, and am I ever glad that I
did.
Standing under the scoreboard with Ben
Miethke and a bunch of other student-athletes
from tennis and men's soccer, among others, I
clapped, chanted and sang my heart out with the
rest of them. I will admit that I put on a slight
fake English accent while chanting to hide my
Southern accent that I've gained in recent months
living down here, if only tofitin a little better.
Around over a dozen other college guys at full
voice, though, it wasn't too obvious. Anyway,
Lindsey Ottavio scored in the second half and
we all went crazy, and went back to singing as
normal. Liberty scored with only a few minutes
left, right in the middle of a song. Just like that, a
dream season was on the line again.
This wasn't like European soccer, where
one goal doesn't necessarily mean the end. In
a "golden goal" situation like this one was,
everyone is even more on edge, knowing that
one solid counterattack could spell the end of
the season, and a long winter ahead. I can't
speak for my friends in the bleachers, but when
Longwood had the ball, I was on my toes from
the anticipation of a winning goal; when Liberty
had possession I could hardly watch.
Those feelings subsided when the game went to
a penalty kick-shootout, which was anticlimactic
in comparison, considering Longwood won it
3-0. But after the game, I thought a lot about
overtime in sports and what it does to fans.
In April 2008, the Washington Capitals went to
overtime in a game seven against Philadelphia.
Few situations are more intense than overtime
in a game seven. The Flyers won early in that
overtime on a power play, and I still harbor a bit
of hate for Joffrey Lupul (hockey fans have long
memories).
It was the swiftness of defeat that left me sitting
on my bed staring at my TV in a silent dazefora
good 15 minutes. No cussing, no yelling, nothing.
I was disappointed, of course, but the figurative
kick to the gut (or an area a little further south)
left me with nothingtosay. I had a strong feeling
that it would end on that power play, but it
was hard to comprehend the quickness and
decisiveness of the defeat all the same.
This past April was very different. I was, again,
on the edge of my seat, this time in WMLU's
lounge in Hiner Hall when Joel Ward scored
against Boston to send the Caps to the second
round in overtime. I ran around and screamed
like a fool for no less than two minutes - hey,
we had beaten the defending Stanley Cup
champions! I imagine the Bruins fans in 2012 felt
the way we did in 2008, shocked that the season
is over as quickly as a guillotine drops on a
condemned prisoner.
I can't imagine what the professionals felt. I
got a degree of that perspective on May 19,2011
in the state semifinal lacrosse game at my high
school. I love telling the full story, but due to
space limitations, I havetoabridge it here.
We were down 8-4 with about six minutes left
in the fourth quarter against Hampton Roads
Academy. Before we knew it, it was tied up, 8-8,
on a somewhat strange play.
HRA scored again with less than three minutes
left, and it was 9-8. We were all afraid that our
season would end in mere moments, until we
tied it again with 16 ticks left.
With 1:26 gone in overtime, a sophomore on
our team took the ball in and was going to pass
until his defender fell on the ground. So, he
decided to shoot it.
Game. Set. Match.
We all stormed the field to celebrate, and it
was a moment I'll never forget. I did feel for
the seniors on the HRA team, because their
final high school games ended in a pretty brutal
fashion. As areporterformy hometown paper,
I've been in dugouts and sidelines around tearful
players after playoff games, and I do know the
feeling - we lost the state championship two
days later. Ask any athlete, and he or she will tell
you that when the season ends, there's a certain
emptiness and void. Ask any athlete who's had
a season ended so suddenly like those I listed
above, and if s even worse. Blink or snap your
fingers - that's how long it can takefora season
to die.
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Quick, Promising Start for Women's Basketball with Monday's Win
DAVIS GAMMON

Contributor
The Longwood Lancers enter
this year's campaign coming
off last year's 7-22 record.
Head coach Bill Reinson has six
returning players from last year,
including four seniors. They
began the season 1-1 with a loss
to the University of Richmond
last Thursday and a victory over
the US Air Force Academy on
Monday night. In both games,
the Lancers found themselves in
a deep hole at some point in the
contest.
"We actually started very
well against Richmond and led
the game until the final play of
the first half. Unfortunately, we
struggled to score early in the
second half and found ourselves
down by 21. Once we started
making shots again, the enexgy
increased and we made a pretty
good run at them," said Reinson
of his team's performance
against the Spiders. *
Against Air Force, the
Lancers held scoreless for the
first five minutes and committed
seven fouls before the halfway
point in the first half. However,
in this game, the Lancers would
recover.
Reinson said of the team's
gutsy performance, "We lost two
of our seniors early in the game
to foul trouble. We struggled
to find our footing with very
few experienced players on the
floor. We did an outstanding
job of keeping our head above
water and staying
within
striking distance. Once Chelsea
[Coward] and Mieke [Elkington]
returned in the second half, we
played much better." In the first
half, the Lancers shot just 23.3
percent from the court, but after
a talk from Reinson at halftime,
the Lancers came out and shot

a stunning 51.7 percent from
the floor, and 53.3 percent from
three-point range, compared to
their fruitless first half threepoint percentage of 13.3 percent.
The Lancers will now travel
to Raleigh, N.C. to take on the
Wolfpack of North Carolina
State University and the Atlantic
Coast Conference (ACC). "North
Carolina State may be the most
talented team we play all season.
They are athletic and deep,"
said Reinson of his opponent
Thursday night.
The Wolfpack are led by
fourth-year head coach Kellie
Harper and leading scorer Kody
Burke, a 6'2" junior forward who
averages 22.5 points a game.
NC State is an extremely young
team with only one senior on
its squad. They also have five
players that stand over 6 feet tall,
which can cause serious issues
for the Lancers on the boards.
The Wolfpack finished the 20112012 season with a record of 1916 overall, and just 5-11 in the
ACC.
After Longwood's journey
to the Tar Heel State, the Lancers
return to Fatmville to take on the
Murray State Racers of the Ohio
Valley Conference. The Racers
come off a 13-18 record in 20112012 and two early losses this
season. The Racers are led by
senior guard Mari ah Robinson
and junior guard Erica Burgess,
the two combine to average 31.5
points per game.
It may be early in the season,
but Longwood appears to be
a team that has plenty of fight
in them. The team has fought
back from two large deficits to
competè in one game and win the
other. The Lancers can contribute
this to strong senior leadership
from Coward, Elkington, Erin
Neal and Crystal Smith.
Head coach Bill Reinson talks to hit team during a timeout agalnat Air Force Academy during Monday night's game.
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8th Annual
Cook-Cole College

Student Showcase

Wake u p
to
EXCELLENCE

Friday, November 16
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Grand Dining Room
Art
Biology
English
Chemistry
Theatre
Psychology
Freshman Raven Williams did her fair share, scoring 13 points toward» the teams 68-63 win

Communication Studios
Physics
Modern Languages
Computo* Science
Politicai Science
Anthropology
f r i — i n a i Justice Studios

Music
Nursing
History
Mathematics
Liberal Studios
Sociology

